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  Thirteenth Session, Commencing at 2.30 pm 

   PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL & HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY MEDALS 

      

 3404* 
  Richmond River A(gricultural).   H(orticultural). & P(astoral). Society, Casino, 1888, in silver (22mm), by E.A.A(ltmann), 
with suspension loop, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded To/C Cameron/for/Old Potatoes'.   Fine.   

 $100 

      

 3405* 
  Tungamah Agricultural &   Rural Industries Society, 1888, in bronze (50mm), by E.Altmann Melb., inscribed on reverse, 
'Thomas Lovelock/Mooroopna/For/Collection of/Saddlery &/Harness'.   Edge bumps, digs and scratches, otherwise fi ne and 
scarce.   

 $100 

      

 3406* 
  Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural &   Horticultural Society, 1888, in silver (42x5mm) thick planchet, by S.Schlank, inscribed on 
reverse 'Merino Ram/Over 2 1/2 Yrs/First Prize/Won By/W.Crozier/Moorna'.   Toned, hairlines, good very fi ne and scarce.   

 $500 

 See also lots 3407, 3428, 3444 and 3445 to same recipient. 
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 3407* 
  Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural &   Horticultural Society, 1888, in silver (29x3mm) thick planchet, by S.Schlank, inscribed 
on reverse 'Merino Ram/Over 1 1/2 &/Under 2 1/2 Yrs/Second Prize/Won By/W.Crozier'.   Toned, hairlines, a few very small 
edge nicks, otherwise extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $300 

 See also lots 3406, 3428, 3444 and 3445 to same recipient. 

      

 3408* 
  Herberton Mining Pastoral &   Agricultural Association, undated (1889), in silver (48mm) by Hardy Bros Sydney, reverse 
inscribed, '1899/Best Devon Cow/3 years or over/won by/W.G.Ewans/"Ruby" '.   Some edge nicks and bumps, otherwise 
nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $450 

      

 3409* 
  N(amoi).   P(astoral). A(gricultural). & H(orticultural). A(ssociation), undated (1889), in silver (38mm), by Stokes & Martin, 
Melbourne, reverse inscribed, 'Emma Ferns/Arasene Mantle/Drapes/N.P.A. & H.A./Narrabri/1889'.   Scuffi ng in the fi elds, 
otherwise very fi ne.   

 $300 

      

 3410* 
  Port Macquarie &   Hastings Dist(rict). A(gricultural) & H(orticultural) Society, undated (1889), in 9ct gold (5.3g; 22mm), by 
E.Altmann, Melb., with suspension loop, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded/To/Thomas Platt/Red Wine/1889'.   Good fi ne.   

 $450 
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 3411* 
  Richmond River A(gricultural).   H(orticultural). & P(astoral). Society, Casino, undated (1889), in silver (25mm), by E.Altmann 
- Melb, with scroll suspension loop, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded To/ W.Weary/For/Devon Heifer/2 Years & Under 3/"The 
Gem"/1889'.   Very fi ne and rare.   

 $150 

      

 part

3412* 
  Towers Pastoral Agricultural &   Mining Association, undated (1889), in silver (48x4mm) thick planchet, no maker's name, 
reverse inscribed, 'Awarded to/C.R.Armitage./Champion Prize./Blood Stallion/"Woodlands"/1889.'; also silver medal with 
same design (30mm), Altmann, die struck name around edge and inscribed naming on central shield have both been shaved 
and on the rim is inscribed, 'Awarded to (mostly illegible)'.   The fi rst with edge bumps, otherwise very fi ne, the second 
damaged, fi ne-poor.  (2)  

 $300 

      

 3413* 
  Townsville Pastoral &   Agricultural Association, August 1889 (engraved), in bronze (45mm) by R(obert). C(apner), reverse 
inscribed, 'Awarded to/E.E.Cowley/for/Home Made Bread'.   Edge bumps and nicks, a few spots of oxidation, otherwise very 
fi ne and scarce.   

 $120 
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 part

3414* 
  Agricultural and Pastoral Society medals,   all unused, (1880s), these designs used by various societies, usually by inscribing 
name on reverse, includes bull in high relief facing left in farmyard, in silver (45mm), by J.Moore (possibly a trial or reject); 
two horses facing left, in bronze (38mm), pattern strike; uniface with horse facing left, in bronze (22mm), by Wittenbach & 
Co, Melb; farm animals in paddock with farmhouse in distance, in bronze (38mm); allegorical female facing fi gure holding 
staff and wheat stork, horse and cow behind, in bronze (37mm), by E.Altmann.   The fi rst and last two with some edge nicks, 
otherwise very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $150 

     

   

 part

3415* 
  Agricultural and Pastoral Society medals,   all unused, (1880s), these designs used by various societies, usually by inscribing 
name on reverse, includes a pair of horses facing to right, in bronze (45mm), by J.Hislop stamped over J.Moore; another 
featuring horse, cattle and sheep with farm buildings in bronze (49mm), by J.Hislop stamped over J.Moore; another two 
with cows and bull facing left with tree and farm building behind, in bronze (45mm), by J.Moore (2).   All cased, the last 
two cases by Hardy Brothers, Sydney, both damaged, one of the last two with a few edge nicks and some oxidation toning, 
otherwise uncirculated.  (4)  

 $150 
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 3416* 
  Albury &   Border Pastoral & Agricultural Society, undated (c1880s), in bronze (47mm) by Stokes & Martin. Melb., unnamed.   
Small spot of oxidation near edge on reverse, otherwise nearly uncirculated.   

 $200 

      

 3417* 
  Corowa Pastoral Agricultural &   Horticultural Society, undated (c1880s), in bronze (47mm), by Stokes & Martin. Melb., 
unnamed.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $200 

      

 3418* 
  Exhibition of Agriculture,   (c1880s), in gilt bronze (22mm) (Gullick No.N/442, p143), this medal type was never put into 
issue, obverse, farm animals, reverse, wreath, unnamed.   Most gilt worn off, suspension ring missing, digs and scratches, fi ne 
and scarce.   

 $50 

      

 3419* 
  Petersburg Agricultural Society,   undated (c1880s), in bronze (38mm), by E.Altmann Melb, reverse inscribed, 'F.Humphris./
Best/Aerated Waters'.   Edge nicks, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $100 
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 3420* 
  The Royal Society of New South Wales,   Sydney, Founded 1821.Incorp.1881 (issued 1880s), award medal in bronze (76mm), 
struck at Sydney Mint, obverse, original seal of the Society created in 1881, reverse, wreath, unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $150 

      

 3421* 
  Yass Pastoral and Agricultural Association,   undated (c1880s), in silver (70mm), by Hardy Bros, unnamed.   A few edge knocks 
and surface marks and hairlines, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $500 

      

 3422* 
  Tenterfi eld I(ntercolonial).   P(astoral). A(gricultural). & M(ining). Society, undated (1890), in silver (38mm), by E.Altmann. 
Melbourne, pierced hole slightly off centre at top edge, reverse inscribed, 'Kite & Co/1st Prize/Collection/Colonial Ale/1890'.   
Edge nicks, otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $150 
 Kite & Co was a brewer in the NSW town of Glen Innes. 
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 3423* 
  Cairns Agric(ultura)l Past(ora)l &   Mining Association, undated (1891), in bronze (38mm), by E.Altmann . Melbourne, reverse 
inscribed, 'Cairns Post/For/Printing/1891'.   Small edge nicks, otherwise very fi ne and rare.   

 $400 

      

 3424* 
  Junee P(astoral).A(gricultural)   & I(ndustrial). Assoc(iatio)n, 1891, handcrafted Maltese cross in silver (30x30mm), ring top 
suspension, reverse inscribed 'Champion/Ewe/S/C/A.J.A.Beveridge'.   Very fi ne and very rare.   

 $300 

 Ex David Allen Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 98 (lot 2036).

The 4th Annual Exhibition of the Society was held on 16/17 September 1891 at Junee. The President of the Society was Mr A.J.A.Beveridge JP and he also 
won several awards. 

      

 3425* 
  N(amoi).   P(astoral). A(gricultural). & H(orticultural). Ass(ociatio)n, undated (1891), in silver (25mm), reverse inscribed, 'N. 
P. A. & H. Assn/Narrabri/1891/A T Graham/Green Hide/Halter'.   Edge nicks and bumps, otherwise nearly fi ne.   

 $80 

      

 3426* 
  Warialda P.   & A. Association, 1891, handcrafted cross in silver (34mm), inscribed on reverse '1891/Best/Pencil Drawing'.   
Nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $350 
 Ex David Allen Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 98 (lot 2182). 
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 3427* 
  Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural &   Horticultural Society, undated (1891), in silver (42x4mm) thin planchet, by S.Schlank, 
inscribed on reverse 'October 1891/Merino Ram/over 2 1/2 Yrs/1st Prize/Won by/Cudmore Bros/Avoca.  ' Edge bumps, some 
scuffi ng, otherwise extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $500 

      

 3428* 
  Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural &   Horticultural Society, undated (1892), in silver (42x4mm) thin planchet, by S.Schlank, 
inscribed on reverse 'October 1892/Merino Ram/over 2 1/2 Years/1st Prize Won By/W.Crozier/Moorna'.   Nicely toned, hairlines 
and some very minor edge nicks, otherwise extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $600 

 See also lots 3406, 3407, 3444 and 3445 to same recipient. 

   3429 
  Warialda Pastoral and Agricultural Association,   undated (1893), in silver (38mm), by Flavelle, reverse inscribed '1893/
A.Hoy/"Collection"/Fine Arts'.   Pierced hole and slight bend at 12 o'clock at top edge, otherwise nearly very fi ne and rare.   

 $100 

      

 part

3430* 
  Department Of Agriculture Victoria,   The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, 1894, Champion Prize of Australia, in silver 
(48mm), inscribed on reverse to 'Henry Beattie/for/Hereford Heifer/1894'; The National Agricultural Society of Victoria, 
undated (1897), in silver (35mm), by S. & M. (Stokes & Martin), edge inscribed, '2nd. Prize, Pair Fat Oxen', reverse inscribed, 
'Henry Beattie/1897'.   Toned, extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $350 
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 3431* 
  Gawler Agricultural Horticultural &   Floricultural Society S.A., undated (1894), in bronze (47mm), by Stokes and Martin, 
Melbourne, inscribed on reverse, 'Awarded To/James Martin & Co Ltd/1st Prize/Spring Cart/26th September 1894'.   Small 
edge nicks, some scuffi ng on reverse, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $200 

      

 3432* 
  Gympie Agric(ultura)l Mining &   Past(ora)l Society, undated (1894), in silver (25mm), by Wittenbach & Co., ornate ring top 
suspension, reverse inscribed, 'Jas.Fullerton/For/Blood Mare/"Juliet"/1894'.   Fine and scarce.   

 $150 

      

 3433* 
  Snowtown A(gricultural).   H(orticultural). & F(loricultural). Society, undated (1894), in silver (44mm), by W.J.Taylor, London, 
reverse inscribed, 'Awarded to/H.J.Keipert & Co./for Multireversible/Scarifi er Shares (sic)/Sept. 12th 1894.   Edge nicks, scuff 
marks and scratches, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $200 

      

 3434* 
  Wide Bay &   Burnett Pastoral & Ag(ricultura)l Society, undated (1895), in silver (44mm), by E.Altmann. Melbourne and 
Wittenbach & Co. Melb., reverse inscribed, 'G.H.Jones/For/Blood Entire Colt/1895'.   Edge nicks and bumps and digs on 
obverse, otherwise very fi ne and rare.   

 $300 
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 3435* 
  The National Agricultural &   Industrial Association of Queensland, undated (1896), in bronze (51mm), by J.S. & A.B.Wyon, 
inscribed on reverse, 'Exhibition/1896/E.A.Jolliffe/& Co/Single Seated/Abbott Buggy'.   A few dark spots, otherwise very 
fi ne.   

 $100 

      

 3436* 
  Northern Agricultural Association,   Singleton Show, 1897, silver disc (39mm), missing ornate surround with loop top suspension, 
reverse inscribed, 'Richard Read/Singleton/Buggy Gelding/"Tommy"'.   Scratches on reverse, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $300 

      

 3437* 
  Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales,   1898, struck at the Exhibition, in gilt bronze (43mm) (C.1898/7), by 
W.J.Amor, Sydney.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $100 
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 3438* 
  Wide Bay &   Burnett Past(ora)l & Agr(icultura)l Society, undated (1898), in silver (44mm), obverse by E.Altmann. Melb., 
reverse by Wittenbach & Co. Melb., reverse inscribed, 'H.Palmer & Sons/For/Sugar "White Vacuum"/Unrefi ned/1898.' In 
case of issue of A.H.  Wittenbach & Co, Medallists, Melbourne, a few very minor edge nicks and faint hairlines, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated and rare.   

 $750 

      

 3439* 
  Cook District Pastoral And Agricultural Society,   Estd 1891 (issued 1890s), in bronze (38mm), unnamed.   Minor edge nicks, 
otherwise nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $500 

      

 3440* 
  Port Macquarie &   Hastings Dist(rict). A(gricultural) & H(orticultural) S(ociety)., undated (c1890), in silver (22mm), by 
E.Altmann. Melb., with suspension loop, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded to/Mrs MacDonnell/for/Jams &/Preserves'.   Very fi ne.   

 $150 

      

 3441* 
  Tenterfi eld I(ntercolonial).   P(astoral). A(gricultural). & M(ining). Society, undated (c1890s), in bronze (22mm), by E.Altmann 
Melb, unnamed.   Edge nicks, fi ne and scarce.   

 $50 
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 3442* 
  Warialda Pastoral and Agricultural Association,   undated (c1890s), in silver (38mm), by Flavelle, inscribed on reverse 'Second 
Prize/T.Howes/14 Stone/Hack'.   Groove in rim at 1 o'clock on reverse and another very small cut on edge at 12 0'clock on 
obverse, otherwise extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $200 

      

 3443* 
  Warialda Pastoral and Agricultural Association,   undated (c1890s), in bronze (38mm), by Flavelle, unnamed.   Some mint red, 
uncirculated and rare.   

 $150 

      

 3444* 
  Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural &   Horticultural Society, undated (c1890s), in silver with faint gilt fi nish (42x5mm) thick 
planchet, by S.Schlank, inscribed on reverse '1st Prize/Merino Ram/Over 1 1/2 &/Under 2 1/2 Yrs/Won By/W.Crozier/Moorna'.   
Nicely toned, hairlines and some very minor edge nicks, otherwise extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $600 
 See also lots 3406, 3407, 3428 and 3445 to same recipient. 

      

 3445* 
  Wentworth Pastoral Agricultural &   Horticultural Society, undated (c1890s), in silver (29x2.7mm) thin planchet, by S.Schlank, 
inscribed on reverse '2nd Prize/Ram/Over 2 1/2 Yrs/Won By/W.Crozier'.   Nicely toned, hairlines and some very minor edge 
nicks, otherwise extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $300 
 See also lots 3406, 3407, 3428 and 3444 to same recipient. 
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 3446* 
  The Governor's Prize,   undated (late 1890s), in bronze (46mm), by P.Blashki & Sons, reverse with coat of arms of Sir Thomas 
Brassey, Governor of Victoria 1895-1900, unnamed.   Scuff marks, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $150 

      

 3447* 
  Mackay P(ioneer).   R(iver). F(ruiterers'). Association. A(gricultural). P(astoral). And I(ndustrial). Show, undated (1900), in 
silver (31mm), by Stokes & Sons, reverse inscribed, 'W.Jones./for/Pot Plant/Collection/1900'.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

      

 3448* 
  Untitled award medal,   undated (c1900s), in bronze (45mm), by Stokes Melb, obverse, left facing bust of Greek goddess 
Athena wearing helmet decorated with a griffon, around the edge the legend, 'HONOR TO WHOM HONOR IS DUE', 
reverse, laurel wreath and inside, 'AWARDED/TO', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $100 

 A medal with this obverse design with variations of the reverse design was used by various organisations including for the Australian Industrial Exhibition at 
Ballarat in 1895 and by the Victorian Amateur Athletics Association in 1901. 

      

 3449* 
  Department of Agriculture Victoria,   Bunyip Agricultural Society, 1908, in gold (15ct, 12.64g, 30.5mm), Champion Prize 
awarded by Dept of Agriculture To, (inscribed), 'J.W.Doyle/Best Black/Orpington Cock'.   Fine.   

 $500 
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   3450 
  Heathcote Agricultural Society,   Certifi cate of Merit (32x25cm), Spring Show 1905, named to 'Miss Florrie Begg for School 
Drawings', printed by F.W.Niven & Co, Ballarat; also coloured copy of the poster for the 1888 Centennial Exhibition by 
Agricultural Society of New South Wales.   The last sealed in plastic, the fi rst with some edge splits and paper loss at two top 
corners, otherwise very fi ne.  (2)  

 $50 

      

 3451* 
  Lockyer A(gricultural) &   I(ndustrial) Society, undated (1901), handcrafted award fob medal in 9ct gold (31mm; 6.73g), by 
Wittenbach & Co, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded/to/Thos Fisher/for/Col. Of Potatoes/(Laidley)/1901.'.   Good fi ne and very 
scarce.   

 $250 

   3452 
  The National Agricultural Society of Victoria,   undated (1903), in silver (35mm), by S. & M. (Stokes & Martin), edge 
inscribed, '3rd. Prize, Trotting Colt 2 Years Old', reverse inscribed, 'Michael Vallence/1903'.   Scuff marks in fi eld, otherwise 
toned good very fi ne.   

 $100 

      

 3453* 
  Y(ass).   P(astoral) & A(gricultural). A(ssociation)., undated (1903), in silver (44.5mm), by W.J.Taylor, obverse design same 
as Melbourne Regatta medal (1867) (see Noble Numismatics Sale 88B lot 792), reverse inscribed, 'Y.P & A.A./Awarded 
To/S.M.Ryrie/for/Ewe/Under 2 1/2 Years'.   Good very fi ne and scarce.   

 $400 

 Prize results for show held at Yass on Thursday 10 September 1903 in The Sydney Morning Herald, 11 September 1903, p4. Wool specimens from ewes bred 
by S.M.Ryrie held by Powerhouse Museum, reference numbers F7414, 7415, 7415-1, and 7417. 

      

 3454* 
  National Agricultural &   Industrial Association of Queensland, Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, in silver (46mm), by Amor 
(C.1909/7) (this medal), unnamed.   Toned, extremely fi ne.   

 $250 
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 3455* 
  National Agricultural &   Industrial Association of Queensland, Queensland Jubilee, 1859-1909, in bronze (46mm), by Amor 
(C.1909/8) (this medal), reverse inscribed, 'Mr J.Corney/Collection/Of Vehicles'.   With suspension loop fi tted, good very 
fi ne.   

 $200 

   3456 
  Royal Agricultural Society of NSW,   Amor lead trials c1906 for Chairman brooch bar; Committee brooch bar; Treasurer 
brooch bar; Judge brooch bar; Steward brooch bar; Secretary clasp; Patron clasp.   Uncirculated.  (7)  

 $50 

      

 3457* 
  W(est).   A(ustralian). Poultry & Dog Association, (no name on medal), undated (1907), in bronze (51mm), by Vaughton, Birm, 
reverse inscribed, 'Perth Show/1907/Won By/Treloar & Lowe'.   A few small oxidation spots, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $200 

 The W.A. Poultry & Dog Association's Annual Show commenced on 21 June 1907. Treloar and Lowe won 1st prizes for Bulldogs (Champion & Special) for 
'Buller' and Bulldogs Bitch for 'Patricia'. 

   3458 
  Royal Agricultural Society of NSW,   Judge's medals, no ribbons (3); Steward's medal clasp for 1924; Royal Agric. Soc. 
N.S.W. 1911 enamel badge attached to long pin (155mm) (cake tester?); Steward's medal ribbon and clasp for year 2000 
but no medal; RAS Staff badge; Superintendent brooch bar for 1981; Guest badges (2) for 1967, numbers 149 and 150; 
Judge's blue award ribbons (3, two marked for 1935); name tag for Bert Wills; Member's Child passes (7, six different types); 
Junior ticket 1960-61 issued to Master M.Lewis; Honorary Passes, 2011 (2), 2013 (2), 2014 (2), 2015 (2, on neck ribbons); 
Grand Parade 2007, Member's Reserve one day pass; Thank's for the Memories, 1997 tags (2), also blue and gold rosettes 
and ribbons for same event (2); Fifth Prize rosette and ribbon in green felt and yellow print, 2007 and 2012; Council Meal 
Vouchers, 2011 (4), 2013 (4), 2014 (4), 2015 (4); offi cial commemorative badge celebrating A Century of Woodchop (2), in 
packs of issue; 1998 lapel badge, on postcard for Easter Show 1st Year at Homebush Bay; souvenir postal cover, 1982 for a 
century at Moore Park; Royal Easter Show 1971 matches pack; Sydney Olympic Park P1 multi use transport tickets, 2013, 
2014; Showground Guide 1976; 1961 Sydney Trade Fair at Showground ticket, 1961; Forbe's P.A. & H. Assn, Annual Show, 
Lady's Ticket; Royal Show Windsor 1954 Overseas Visitor ribbon with brooch pin suspension; a large quantity of coloured 
cords for attaching a variety of types of badges, also a quantity of suspension loops and a few other items; also The Royal 
Agricultural Society of Tasmania, medallion for 175 Years of Agricultural Shows in Tasmania, 1997, in bronze (39mm), in 
pack of issue.   Mostly fi ne - uncirculated.  (lot)  

 $100 
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 3459* 
  Royal Agric(ultural) &   Hort(icultural) Society of South Australia, prize fob/medal, 1910, in gold (15ct; 15.81g; 27.5x41mm), 
by A.L.B (A.L.Brunkhorst), plain shield with border and scroll loop mount at top, obverse inscribed, 'Royal Agric & Hort/
Society of/South Australia/Incorporated/Hon W.B.Rounsevell J.P./President/J.A.Riley/Secretary', reverse inscribed on top 
and bottom border, 'SEPT SHOW/1910' and on shield, 'Presented by/Department/of Agriculture/For/Champion Draught 
Entire/Won by Hill Bros/Southern Star'.   In case of maker, uncirculated.   

 $750 
 A.L.Brunkhorst, Jeweller, 110 Rundle Street, Adelaide. 

      

 3460* 
  British Dairy Farmers' Association,   Founded 1876 (issued 1913), in bronze (51mm), small pierced suspension ring hole at 
centre, top edge, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded To/Downs Co-Operative Dairy Co. Ltd./Miles, Queensland/For Colonial Unsalted 
Butter/Dairy Show, 1913'.   Toned, nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 
 See lot 3477 to same recipient. 

      

 3461* 
  Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia,   undated (1917), in silver (69mm), by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, edge 
inscribed 'Awarded To Mrs H.Mazure for Australian Sparkling White Wine. 1917.  ' Edge nicks and some scratches and scuff 
marks, otherwise nearly very fi ne.   

 $250 
 See also lots 3462-3466 to Mazure family. 
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 3462* 
  Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia,   undated (1917), in silver (69mm), by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, edge 
inscribed 'Awarded To Mrs H.Mazure for Australian Sparkling Red Wine. 1917.  ' Edge nicks and some scratches and scuff 
marks, otherwise nearly very fi ne.   

 $250 
 See also lots 3461, 3463 and 3464-3466  to Mazure family. 

      

 3463* 
  Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia,   undated (1918), in silver (69mm), by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, edge 
inscribed 'Awarded To E.Mazure for Red Wine of a Claret Type. 1918.'   Minor edge nicks and some scuff marks on reverse, 
otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $300 

 Leon Edmond Mazure, was born in October 1860 at Villeneuve, Coulommiers, Seine et Marne, France, son of Alphonse Mazure, and educated at the Christian 
Brothers' College, Nogent, Burgundy. He learnt winemaking from his father and uncle who were both vignerons and had experience in winemaking under other 
vignerons in Spain. While on a youthful adventure of exploration the boat he was on was shipwrecked on the coast of New Ireland. While he was waiting in 
Sydney for a vessel for his return trip to France, he learned of a job opportunity for a vigneron at Beaumont, South Australia, and secured the position, arriving 
about 1884. He stayed for eighteen months, then took charge of C.B.Young's Kanmantoo vineyard for a similar period and while there he was naturalized in 
1885 and also married Philomine Henriette, sister of winemaker, Joseph Gelly.

At the Jubilee Exhibition in Adelaide in 1888, Mazure was in charge of the cellars and had to classify about 1,000 different kinds of Australian and European 
wines for the jury. He was later hired as manager of the Auldana vineyard and in 1899 he was taken into partnership until it was incorporated in 1903 with 
him as managing director. In May 1900 he was appointed honorary commissioner to enquire into the European wine industry, visiting Spain, Portugal and 
every wine district of France. Then in 1909 he returned to Europe for the Franco-British Exhibition in London.

Edmond Mazure was among the fi rst vignerons in South Australia to make champagne on a large scale (in 1896), to preserve olives and to introduce levures 
into the making of wine. He also made the fi rst sparkling shiraz that he christened 'Sparkling Burgundy' in March 1893.

From 1887-1912, while at Auldana, he was awarded a multitude of prizes. He was also a councillor of the South Australian Vignerons' Association, became a 
wine and pruning judge, initiated a pruning competition for boys under 18, and took out several patents for ideas including the Mazure corkscrew, a corking 
machine and a windmill bird scarer.

In 1909 Mazure bought part of Home Park, and called it La Perouse. Between 1914 and 1921 he won a further fi fteen fi rst prizes and ten seconds at the 
Adelaide wine shows, under his own or his wife's favoured name of Henriette. Mazure created the original St Henri claret, followed by the St George and the 
St Henri special. Edmond Mazure died on 29 April 1939 at Albert Park and was buried in the Cheltenham Cemetery, Adelaide. His full history by Merrily 
Hallsworth is available in Australian Dictionary of Biography, Supplementary Volume, (MUP), 2005

See also lots 3461, 3462 and 3464-3466 to Mazure family. 
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 3464* 
  Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia,   undated (1918), in bronze (69mm), by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, 
edge inscribed 'Awarded To E.Mazure for Austn Sparkling Red Wine. 1918.  ' Very minor edge nicks, nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $150 

 See also lots 3461-3463, 3465 and 3466 to Mazure family. 

      

 3465* 
  Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia,   undated (1918), in bronze (69mm), by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, 
edge inscribed 'Awarded To E.Mazure Wine Show 1918 Australian Sparkling White Wine.  ' Extremely fi ne.   

 $150 

 See also lots 3461-3464 and 3466 to Mazure family. 
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 3466* 
  Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of South Australia,   undated (1918), in bronze (69mm), by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, 
edge inscribed 'Awarded To E.Mazure for Sparkling Cider. 1918.  ' Minor edge nicks, nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $150 
 See also lots 3461-3465 to Mazure family. 

              

 3467* 
  Sydney Show 1917,   gilt lapel badge (37x22mm), features kangaroo left atop a boomerang; another being an Amor sample 
(vendor states no.S/3b), features a brooch bar marked 'Souvenir' and suspended below is a shield (35x47mm), featuring a 
standing kangaroo facing to the right in countryside setting, above 'Of The/Easter Show' and below, 'Sydney', reverse marked 
'Imitation'.   The second with some toning, otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

      

 3468* 
  Victorian Poultry and Kennel Club,   undated (c1910s), in bronze (50mm), unnamed.   In case of issue by Dunklings, Melbourne, 
toned, uncirculated.   

 $80 
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 3469* 
  Arthur Yates &   Co, Reliable Seeds, Sydney and Auckland, in silver (39mm; 3mm thick), new die with maker's mark, Amor 
Sydney, reverse inscribed, 'A.Lovegrove/Beecroft/1922'.   Hairlines and a few light scratches on reverse, otherwise good 
extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

 Arthur Yates, nurseryman of Sydney was born at Manchester, England in 1861 and died in Sydney in July 1926. He went to New Zealand in 1879 and started 
a seed business at Auckland and then moved to Sydney in 1887 where he established the fi rm and became governing director of Arthur Yates & Co Ltd in 
Sussex Street. He was a member of the Anglican Board of Missions, president of Millewa Boys Home and connected with other charities. 

     

 3470* 
  Royal Agri(cultural).   & Hort(icultural). S(ocie)ty. of S(outh). A(ustralia). Inco(r)p(orated), undated (1920), handcrafted 
medal in 9ct gold (6.68g; 37x38mm), reverse inscribed, 'Presented by/SA Government/for/CH./Hereford Bull./September 
Show. 1920', under glass in circular (61mm) silver metal bordered frame with suspension loop for hanging on a silver stand 
similar to an artist's easel.   Medal uncirculated, the rest very fi ne.   

 $200 
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 part

3471* 
  Royal Centenary Show,   Sydney, N.S.W., 10 - 19 April 1922, small fl ag (29x21.5cm), printed one side at the top 'Royal 
Centenary Show/Sydney/10.1.19th April 1922' and below two mounted horses jumping a wall marked, '1822/1922'; also 
souvenir program (22.7x14.3cm; 36pp) for same show with same design on cover.   The fi rst age toned, the second with some 
loss of paper and some foxing, both scarce.  (2)  

 $120 

   3472 
  R(oyal) H(orticultural) S(ocieties) Affi liated Societies,   undated (1924-1968), in bronze (44mm), reverse inscribed, (1) 'D.H.S/
Open Championship/Roses/R.Nichol/1924-2-3' (possibly Doncaster Horticutural Show); (2) 'The Royal/Agricultural/Society of 
N.S.W/Awarded to/Mrs J.Grose/(Decorative Sec)/1958'; (3) 'The Royal Agric./Soc. of N.S.W./Decorative/Mrs. J.Grose/1967'; 
(4) 'The Royal/Agricultural Soc./of N.S.W./To/Mrs J.Grose/Runner-Up/Banksian Medal/1968'.   The fi rst in case of issue by 
John Pinches, London and toned to chocolate brown, otherwise uncirculated.  (4)  

 $100 

     

 3473* 
  Royal Agri(cultural).   & Hort(icultural). S(ocie)ty. of S(outh). A(ustralia). Inc(orporated), Presented by S.A.Government, 
September 1925, handcrafted medal in 9ct gold (approx 7g; 42x37mm), reverse inscribed, 'For/Champion/Hereford Bull/Won 
by/H. & H.E.Welch's/"Torpedo" ', under glass in circular (60mm) silver metal bordered frame with suspension loop for 
hanging on a silver stand similar to an artist's easel.   Medal uncirculated, the rest very fi ne.   

 $200 
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 3474* 
  Rydal A(gricultural).   H(orticultural) & P(astoral). Society, undated (1923), in bronze (38mm), by J.Moore, reverse inscribed, 
'J.L.W.Barton/best Bull in Show/1923'.   A few edge nicks, otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $100 
 Rydal is located about 22km west of Lithgow, NSW. 

      

 3475* 
  The Australian Longwool Sheepbreeders' Association,   undated (c1920s), in bronze (45mm) by Stokes Melb, obverse with 
'Lincoln/Ram' impressed under central image, reverse, unnamed.   Small oxidation spot under wreath ribbon bow, otherwise 
good very fi ne.   

 $70 

   3476 
  Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W.,   member's medals and lady's brooches, no.3312, 1930; no.810, 1936; no.1134, 1940; 
no.1179, 1941; no.2529, Jan-June 1950, all in original card folders; also Royal Easter Show Council Stand pass, 13th to 
24th April 1973, (Gate Sample), on shield-shaped red cardboard; various RAS gilt and enamel clasps for offi cial's ribbon, 
includes, 1937 Judge; 1938 Patron; 1941; 1946 Vice President; 1946 Councillor; 1947; 1947 Vice President; 1947 Councillor.   
Original card folders aged, otherwise extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (5 carded pairs + 9)  

 $50 

      

 3477* 
  British Dairy Farmers' Association,   Founded 1876 (issued 1931), in silver (51mm), hallmarked for London 1931 by 
G(oldsmiths) & S(ilversmiths) Co Ltd, small pierced suspension ring hole at centre, top edge, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded 
To/Downs Co-Operative Dairy/Association Ltd/As Winners Of The/"Hansen" Challenge Trophy/For/Colonial Cheddar 
Cheese/Dairy Show, 1931'.   Toned, extremely fi ne.   

 $150 
 See lot 3460 to same recipient. 
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 3478* 
  Large Black Pig Society,   Founded 1899 (issued 1931), in silver (51mm), hallmarked for Birmingham 1926 by Mappin & 
Webb, reverse inscribed, 'Mr D.R.Law/For/Champion Sow/Queensland/Royal National Show/1931'.   ' In case of issue of 
Mappin & Webb Ltd, Oxford Street, London, toned good very fi ne.   

 $150 

 The pedigreed Large Black Pig is a traditional, heritage breed with origins in the 16th and 17th century old English hog and was fi rst imported to Australia 
from the East Anglia, Devon and Cornwall areas of the UK in the early 1900s. They have superior milking and mothering abilities and are economical to 
keep, have a docile temperament and are excellent grazing pigs and are also used to pick up windfall fruit in orchards. Their black colouring enables them to 
withstand the hot Australian summers and avoid sunburn. 

    

3479* 
  Royal Agricultural Society of NSW,   Steward's medals with ribbons and year clasps, includes medals and clasps for the years 
1932, 1937, 1947, 1948, and 1949, another medal without year clasp; also Superintendent's medals with ribbons and year 
clasps or year on brooch suspender bar, includes issues for years 1964, 1990, 1991 (2).   Fine - uncirculated.  (9)  

 $150 
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 3480* 
  Wolseley Sheep Shearing Machine Co Ltd,   (1932), prize medal in bronze and enamel (25mm), with suspension ring, obverse, 
sheep standing left, reverse, Shearing Record With/Wolseley/Machines, inscribed, 'Alf Merritt/ "Ringer" /Corrawong Shed/
Nov.1932'.   Some loss of enamel at top, otherwise very fi ne and rare.   

 $150 

 "Ringer" is the name given to the fastest and cleanest shearer of the day.

The Wolseley Sheep Shearing Machine was conceived by Frederick York Wolseley, the son of Major Garnet Joseph Wolseley and brother of Field Marshall 
Lord Wolseley. Frederick emigrated from Ireland to Australia in 1854 and went to 'Thule', a Murray River station in the Deniliquin area owned by his brother-
in-law. Over the next thirty years he developed and patented shearing machinery as well as acquiring his own sheep station and by the end of 1888 about 22 
shearing sheds had been equipped with his shearing machines and the success of the invention was secure. Frederick Wolseley died in early January 1899 in 
England but his shearing machine business continued to thrive.

Corrawong Shed is probably a mis-spelling and should be Currawong Shed. Newspaper reports for shed starts stated that the Carwoola team (of 12 shearers and 
12 shed hands) were to start at Currawong in November 1932 immediately after completing shearing at Bungendore which was to begin on 7 November.

Little is known of Alfred George Merritt other than he was a professional shearer and was participating in shearing competitions at least as early as 1928. 
He died in 1959 while residing at Neutral Bay. 

      

 3481* 
  Farrer Memorial Medal,   1845-1906, (issued from 1936) in bronze (64mm) awarded 'For Distinguished Service in Agricultural 
Science', initials 'P.B.' at base on reverse.   Uncirculated.   

 $80 

 The Farrer Memorial Medal, in memory of William James Farrer, plant breeder, has been awarded annually since 1936 except in the years 1939-1942 and 1945 
to encourage and inspire those engaged in agricultural science. The medallist is chosen by trustees of the Farrer Memorial Research Scholarship Fund from 
the ranks of those persons who have rendered distinguished service in agricultural science in Australia in the fi elds of research, education or administration 
and the recipient is invited to deliver an oration on a topical subject of his or her own choice. 
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 3482* 
  100 Miles Horse Ride,   Ballarat, undated (1938), in gilt bronze (54mm) by Stokes, obverse, horse and rider similar to C.1934/6 
but without torch, reverse as C.1934/6.   Much gilt worn, a few surface digs, otherwise fi ne - very fi ne and scarce.   

 $200 

 This 3-day race starting on 7 November 1938 was promoted by Ballarat Agricultural and Pastoral Society as a feature of its centenary show. The race had 
66 entrants. 

      

 3483* 
  Melbourne Centenary Royal Show,   Victoria, 1934, in silvered bronze (54mm), by Stokes, (C.1934/6), naming area on reverse 
scratched, 'Ross'.   Almost all silvering missing, otherwise very fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 

      

 3484* 
  Centenary Agricultural Show Victoria,   1934, in bronze (54mm) (C.1934/6a, this medal), by stokes, reverse inscribed, 
'Camperdown Show 1934/E.Allen/Champion/Pony Mare'.   Small edge bump on obverse, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $100 

 The Camperdown Pastoral & Agricultural Society Annual Show was held at the Camperdown Showground on Sunday 4 November 1934. As well as winning 
a centenary medal and ribbon for Best Pony Mare, E.Allen also won a centenary medal and ribbon for Best Pony Stallion. 
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 3485* 
  Centenary Agricultural Show,   Victoria, 1934, in bronze (54mm), by P(aul).R(aphael).M(ontford) struck by Stokes, (C.1934/6a), 
unnamed.   In original case, uncirculated.   

 $150 

 The Committee of the Centenary Council commissioned this medal for use as a prize medal by Victorian rural agricultural societies to create country interest 
in the Melbourne centenary celebrations. The medal was approved by the Chamber of Agriculture. 

      

 3486* 
  Ryeland Flock Book Society,   undated, in gilt silver (51mm), hallmarked for Birmingham 1936 by Mappin & Webb, reverse 
inscribed, 'J.T.Murray/Liberty Hall/No.R.13 of 1933/Royal Melbourne Show/1937.  ' In case of issue of Mappin & Webb 
Ltd, Oxford Street, London, uncirculated.   

 $150 

 The Ryeland Flock Book Society is a sheep society established in 1903 for the promotion and registration of pedigree Ryeland and Coloured Ryeland sheep, 
a traditional British sheep breed well known for producing excellent quality lamb and great tasting meat. 

      

 3487* 
  Trangie Show,   1936, in silver (30mm), by Prouds, with suspension loop, reverse inscribed, 'Stud Merino/Sheep/Junior Judging/
Winner/N.D.Goudie'.   Toned, good very fi ne and rare.   

 $250 

 Ex David Allen Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 98 (lot 2160). 
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 3488* 
  Victoria,   Melbourne Royal Show, 1936, in bronze (54mm), by Stokes, (C.1936/8), obverse, head of Edward VIII to right 
with scroll below and date 1936, reverse, farm scene with scroll below for inscribing recipient's name.   Good very fi ne and 
scarce.   

 $150 

      

 3489* 
  Victoria,   Horsham Agri(cultural). Soc(iety)., undated (1936), in bronze (54mm), by Stokes, Melb, (C.1936/9, this medal), 
obverse, head of Edward VIII to right with scroll below inscribed with society's name, reverse, farm scene with scroll below 
this impressed, 'Champion Fowl/W.J.Bartlett.  ' Very fi ne and scarce.   

 $180 

      

 3490* 
  Victoria,   untitled agricultural society award medal, undated (1936), in bronze (54mm), by Stokes, Melb, (C.1936/9), obverse, 
head of Edward VIII to right with scroll below for inscribing society's name, reverse, farm scene with scroll below for inscribing 
recipient's name.   A few small spots of oxidation, otherwise extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $150 
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   3491 
  Rydal &   District A(gricultural). H(orticultural). & P(astoral). Association, Bessie Brown Cup, (1937), in EPNS (approx 25.7cm 
high including base), one side inscribed, 'Rydal & District/A.H.& P. Association/February 1937/Bessie Brown Cup/Greatest 
Aggregate In/Cookery And Preserves/Won by/Mrs H.Pike'.   Handle loose at the top on one side, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $80 

 This event was the 17th Annual Show of the association. Mrs Pike's husband was Vice President and Treasurer of the association and one of the Trustees of 
the showground where the show was held. The association President, Mr A.J. Brown inaugurated the Bessie Brown Cup in about 1933 as a memorial to his 
sister, Miss Bessie Alice Brown, who died at the family home, 'The Poplars', at Meadow Flat in February 1930. 

   

  

 3492* 
  Victoria,   Melbourne Royal Show, 1937, in bronze (54mm), by Stokes Melb, (C.1937/79, this medal), obverse, crowned 
busts of George VI and Queen Elizabeth to left, reverse, farm scene with scroll below, this impressed, 'Champion Ryeland 
Ram/"Liberty Hall"/"No.R13 of 1933"/J.T.  Murray' A few small dark spots, otherwise uncirculated and scarce.   

 $150 

      

 3493* 
  Dimboola A(gricultural).   & P(astoral). Society, 1939, in gilt bronze (51mm), Presented by Dunklings The Jewellers, reverse 
inscribed, 'Champion Jersey Bull/Won by/W.J.Bartlett'.   With off centre pierced hole near top edge, a few edge bumps, 
otherwise very fi ne.   

 $60 
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3494* 
  Royal Agricultural Society of NSW,   Judge's medals with ribbons and year clasps, includes medals and clasps for the years 1939, 
1948, 1949, 1952, 1974, 1991, 1993, 1997, 2000.   The second - fourth missing pin on suspension bar, fi ne - uncirculated.  
(9)  

 $200 

    

 

 part

3495* 
  The Victorian Poultry and Kennel Club,   Australia, undated (1930s), in bronze (50mm), holed off centre near top edge, 
inscribed on reverse, 'W.J.Bartlett/for best Minorca'; also untitled poultry club award medal, undated, in bronze (47.5mm), 
by Ottley. Birm; another untitled poultry club award medal, undated (c1905), in silver (38mm), by J.A.Restall B ham, wreath 
on reverse, unnamed; another identical to the last, undated (c1946), in silver (38mm) with suspension loop, by Restall. Birm., 
reverse with die struck title around edge, 'Poultry Club Medal', unnamed.   The fi rst fi ne, the second uncirculated, the last two 
very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (4)  

 $100 
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 part

3496* 
  Royal Agricultural Society of NSW,   Member badge 1947, unfi nished production in bronze by Angus & Coote; Member badge 
with suspension ring, 1972-1973; Lady Member's Gentleman's badge with suspension ring, 1972-1973; pin back badges as 
follows, Lady's badge 1966-1967 and Lady Member badge 1966-1967 (matching numbers); Lady Member badges 1972-
1973 (3, all missing pin back); Lady's badge 1977-1978; Members Guest badges, 1980-1981, 1981-1982; Member badge and 
Members Guest badge sets with matching numbers, 1983-1984, 1985-1986, both sets in packet of issue; Guest badges, 1963, 
1973 (missing pin), 1980, 1982 (in packet of issue), 1988, 1990 (2, consecutive numbers, one in packet of issue); 1992 (2 in 
packets of issue), 1994, 1996 (2 in packets of issue), 1997 (2 in packets of issue), 1998 (3), 2000 (2, consecutive numbers), 
2001, 2002 (2, consecutive numbers), 2003 (2 consecutive in packets of issue), 2004 (2), 2005 (2), 2006 (2, consecutive in 
packets of issue), 2008 (2), 2009 (2 consecutive), 2010 (2 consecutive), 2011 (2 consecutive in packets of issue), 2012 (2 
consecutive), 2013 (2 consecutive), several low number issues; also novelty show badges, 2003, 2004 (2 different); elongated 
coins pressed from old Australian copper coins, 2002 (15, various designs with eight in presentation packs).   The fi rst dark 
toned, extremely fi ne, the rest mostly uncirculated.  (75)  

 $350 

   3497 
  Royal Horticultural Society of Victoria,   John Pascoe Fawkner, (Founded 1849), (issued in 1949), in silvered bronze (58mm), 
by K.G.Luke, unnamed.   Heavily toned, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $50 

      

 part

3498* 
  Souvenir of Your Visit to Royal Show,   1948, advertising medalet by Angus & Coote, in aluminium (27mm) (C.1948/2); 
another, Souvenir From Angus & Coote R.A.S. - 1949, in aluminium (27mm) (C.1949/1), mis-struck approx 5 percent off 
centre; Angus & Coote Royal Agricultural Show Coronation Year, 1953 in aluminium (27.5mm) (C.1953/10) (3).   The second 
with a few cuts on reverse, otherwise extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (5)  

 $50 

      

 3499* 
    The Royal Melbourne Centenary Show, 1948, in bronze (54mm), by Stokes (C.1948/4) (this medal), obverse, busts of 
Princess Elizabeth and Prince Phillip left, reverse, farm scene with scroll below this impressed, 'Champion Indian Runner/Or 
Khaki Campbell/Duck or Drake/Bartlett & Son'.   A few marks on high spots on obverse, otherwise good extremely fi ne and 
scarce.   

 $170 
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 part

3500* 
  The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria,   Judge badge, in gilt and enamel, by L.Orbuck, Melb; RAS Victoria 150 Years 
badge, 1998, on card of issue; Victorian Showmen's Guild, 1949, membership badge in gilt and enamel, number 37 on reverse; 
Sheep & Wool Exhibition, 1956, Offi cial's badge; Horticultural Council of N.S.W. Judge badge; Junior Farmers Club N.S.W. 
badge (3, one missing pin); Queensland Junior Farmers Club Organisation badge; Equestrian Federation of Australia, N.S.W. 
Branch, Life Member badge; unidentifi ed equestrian fi rst prize medal on blue neck ribbon, silver coloured metal medal (48mm), 
features coloured photo of horses head in centre, reverse inscribed, 'Donated By/2005/Harkness Bricklaying'; medalet for 
Governor of NSW, 1877, in bronze (22mm) (C.1877/1), obverse features head of Sir Hercules Robinson, President of the 
Agricultural Society of NSW; another medal, for McCormick, Chicago, USA, (c1931) (inventor of farm equipment including 
the reaper).   Very good - uncirculated.  (13)  

 $100 

   3501 
  Royal Agricultural Society of NSW,   Steward medal (with suspender but no ribbon), other medals marked Royal Agricultural 
Society of N.S.W. (5, two blue enamel and gilt, two red enamel with one gilt and one silvered, one white enamel and gilt); 
RAS Kennel Control Judge badge; RAS Guest Badge 1951; RAS fob medal 'For Service to the Society' in bronze, unnamed; 
Royal Easter Show Service 1993, Olympic Park Station City Rail Commendation medal, with suspension ring; Sydney Olympic 
Park large tinnie; Royal Easter Show 115 Years at Moore Park 1997 badge (2, one gold and enamel, one bronze and enamel), 
both on issue cards.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (13)  

 $80 

      

 3502* 
  Royal National Centenary Show,   Brisbane 1859-1959, in bronze (52mm), by Myers & Co, (C.1959/6) (this medal), reverse 
inscribed, 'CH.Vase of Sweet Peas/A.F.Beutel'.   Uncirculated.   

 $150 

   3503 
  Sydney Technical College,   Royal Easter Show 1958, Toolmaking Section, in aluminium in shape of cog wheel (53mm), obverse, 
map of NSW, reverse, plain.   Lower half of design and text faded unless held at an angle, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $50 
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 3504* 
  Royal National A(gricultural).   & I(ndustrial). Association of Q(ueens)'Land, Brisbane, undated (1965), in gilt bronze (50mm), 
reverse inscribed, 'O'Malley And Morris Pty Ltd/Royal Show/1965/Class 1599 Liquer/Any Other Type Not/Provided For.  ' 
Hairlines on reverse, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

   3505 
  Agricultural and Pastoral Society member badges,   Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales (QVC), in silvered bronze, 
by W.J.Amor; New South Wales Sheepbreeders Association (3), two samples by Amor, both in bronze, another in gilt and 
enamel; North Australia Show Society, 1966, in cupro nickel; Junior Farmers Club Organisation, Queensland, in bronze, by 
Handford, Melb; Rockhampton Agricultural Society, in gilt and enamel, by Amor, Brisbane; R(oyal) A(gricultural) S(ociety), 
WA, 1995, in bronze, unfi nished production by Perfection.   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (8)  

 $70 

   3506 
  Shepparton Agricultural Society,   Centenary Year 1877-1976, in silvered bronze (51mm), by Stokes (C.1976/41); Agricultural 
Society Centenary, Horsham Show, 1978, in aluminium (51mm), by Stokes A/Asia, unnamed; horse related prize medal, 
undated (1980), in aluminium (47mm), by Stokes, Melbourne, Australia, reverse inscribed, 'Wannon Zone/R.A.S./Show 
Jumping/1980', pierced hole on rim at 6 o'clock and loop ring fi tted to rim at 12 o'clock; Victorian College of Agriculture and 
Horticulture (VCAH) Dux, undated (c1989), in bronze (51mm), by Hafner, unnamed.   Extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (4)  

 $80 

      

 part

3507* 
  Mudgee Wine Show prize medals,   (1980), (62mm), cast in gilt bronze, inscribed, '1980/Class 8/Sweet White/Table Wine/
Montrose'; in silvered bronze, inscribed, '1980/Class 7/Medium Dry White/Botobolar'; in bronze, inscribed, '1980/Class 
15/Medium Dry White/Montrose', all with ribbons; also three identical 1st, 2nd and 3rd place medals, all uninscribed.   
Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $60 
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 part

3508* 
  Seymour Agricultural &   Pastoral Society, Victorian Wine Show, undated (c1980), in gilt bronze (51mm), by Brim Melb, 
unnamed; Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture (VCAH) Medal, undated (c1989), in bronze (51mm), by Hafner, 
unnamed; another identical but for Dux, in bronze, unnamed; VCAH Longerenong, Commemorative Centenary Medal, 
1889-1989, in bronze (51mm), by Hafner, unnamed.   The fi rst with some toning on obverse, otherwise uncirculated.  (4)  

 $100 

   3509 
  Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales,   undated (1981), in gilt bronze (51mm), by W.J.Amor.Sydney, reverse inscribed, 
'1981/Royal Easter/Show/The Hordern Trophy/Grand Champion/Female'; Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales, 
Sydney Royal Since 1822 (undated), in silvered bronze (51mm), reverse inscribed, '2012/Sydney Royal/Arts & Crafts/Show/
Standard/Of/Excellence'; The Royal Agricultural Society New South Wales, Australian Bicentenary, 1988, in bronze (50mm), 
reverse inscribed, 'Dogs/Best/Junior Girl Dog Handler/1988 Show' (with case, not for this medal); R(oyal). A(gricultural). 
S(ociety) N.S.W. Kennel Control, undated, in silvered bronze (2), by Amor, Sydney, with suspension loop; Metropolitan Kennel 
Society, undated, prize medal in silvered bronze (31mm), holed off centre at top edge, unnamed; Parramatta & Districts All 
Breeds Kennel Club, members badge in gilt and enamel (25mm), by G.A.Miller, Sydney, with suspension loop.   Extremely 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (7)  

 $80 

   3510 
  Royal Agricultural Society of NSW,   1998, Move to Homebush Bay and Inaugural Royal Easter Show at New Site, in bronze 
(55x45mm) (3); Royal National Capital Agricultural Society, 1981 Royal Canberra Show, in bronze (57mm), unnamed; XXIII 
World's Poultry Congress, 2008, Stud Breeder Exhibitor, Brisbane, Australia, in anodised bronze (54mm); also New South 
Wales Masonic Lodge Grand Steward's sash jewel in gilt (74mm), voided and features cornucopia of agricultural produce in 
centre.   The fi rst three in cases of issue, the last extremely fi ne the rest uncirculated.  (6)  

 $100 

     

   

 3511* 
  The Silver City Pastoral &   Agricultural Assn, 100 Years, Broken Hill Centenary, 1883-1983, (C.1983/55), uniface lead pull 
of obverse (48mm) with irregular edge; another similar lead pull (30.5x27mm) and in centre is the reverse of the medal in 
miniature (18mm), maker unknown.   Some surface oxidation, very fi ne and scarce.  (2)  

 $100 
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   3512 
  Australian Bicentenary,   1988, issues for Federal Council of Agricultural Societies, in bronze (50mm) (2), one unnamed and in 
case by Royal Australian Mint, the other inscribed on reverse, '1888-1988/Berry A & H./Centenary Show'; another identical 
medal but in gilt bronze (40mm); R.A.S. of N.S.W., Royal Easter Show Exhibitor, in gilt bronze (40mm) (5), all unnamed; 
also Centenary of Federation, Federal Council of Agricultural Societies, 2001, in bronze (50mm), unnamed (in blue satchel).   
Uncirculated.  (9)  

 $90 

              

 part

3513* 
  The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria,   prize winner rosette badges (4), dark green and white enamel (48mm) by K.G.Luke 
Melb., with two lugs on reverse; dark blue and cream enamel (48mm) by K.G.Luke Melbourne, with two fold-over prongs on 
reverse; green and off-white (49mm), no maker's name, with two fold-over pins on reverse; blue and red enamel (48mm), no 
maker's name, with two fold-over prongs on reverse; also The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, Australian Bicentennial 
Exhibitor medal, 1988, in bronze (40mm).   Very fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (5)  

 $150 

   3514 
  Royal Agricultural &   Horticultural Society of S.A. Inc, Exhibitors Commemorative Medallion, 1989, in bronze (50mm), 
unnamed; another, 2000 Royal Adelaide Show, Commemorative Medallion in bronze (50mm).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $60 

   3515 
  Campbelltown City Show,   1990, in gilt (50mm), reverse inscribed, '1990/N.Walker/Class 1243'; another, in bronze (50mm), 
reverse inscribed, '1990/N.Walker/Class 1259'; Cumnock Show Society Centenary Show, 1998, in bronze (45mm), reverse 
inscribed, 'Number/130 of 150'; Nepean District Agricultural Horticultural and Industrial Society, undated, in bronze (29mm), 
pierced hole near bottom edge; North Australian Show Society Inc, 1966, in cupro nickel (30x37mm), with scroll suspender; 
Royal Hobart Show, 22-25 October 1997, Celebrating 175 years of Agricultural Shows in Tasmania, in bronze (39mm); Royal 
North Australia Show Society, Darwin, N.T. undated, in bronze (29mm), unnamed; Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W., 
Evening Harness Parade, in bronze (32mm), reverse inscribed, 'YEAR/2000', identical others in cupro nickel (4), reverses 
inscribed, 'YEAR/2001'; 'YEAR/2002'; '2004'; and '2005'.   A few extremely fi ne but mostly uncirculated.  (12)  

 $100 

   3516 
  The Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W.   Sydney, gilt and enamel badge (39mm), pin back, impressed number 3 on reverse; 
Royal Easter Show 1998 1st Year at Homebush Bay badge in gilt and enamel; Olympic Park Station Sydney badge in oxidised 
silvered metal, reverse marked Offi cial Opening 8 March 1998; Sydney Royal Easter Show A Century of Woodchop 1999 
badge in gilt and enamel; RAS Member badge in lacquered gilt and enamel (2, Nos 02412 and 03523); The Land Sydney 
Royal Showgirl 2011 Finalist badge in gilt and enamel; The Australian Jersey Herd Soc N.S.W. Branch Member badge in 
gilt and enamel; The Australian Jersey Herd Society N.S.W. Branch Life Member badges in silver and enamel (2); Australian 
Pony Stud Book Society badge in gilt and enamel; other items (4).   Fine - uncirculated.  (15)  

 $130 

   3517 
  The Royal National Agricultural And Pastoral Society Of Tasmania,   Est.1873, undated (1990s) uniface striking, in bronze 
(51mm), by Hafner, unnamed; Royal Hobart Show, 22-25 October 1997, Celebrating 175 years of Agricultural Shows in 
Tasmania, in bronze (39mm), on original cardholders of issue (3).   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $50 
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   3518 
  Victorian Horticultural Society,   Baron Ferdinand von Mueller Medal, Est 1859, undated (1990s?), in bronze (51mm), by 
Luke Melb, unnamed; The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria 150 Years, 1998, in gilt and enamel (55x84mm), with 
suspension loop, unnamed (2, one with Royal Melbourne Show neck ribbon); Bendigo Agricultural Show Society 150th 
Anniversary, 2009, brooch badge in gilt and enamel (30x35mm), by Stokes (cased); Mossvale & District A.H. & I. Society 
Inc., Centenary of Federation, 2001, brooch badge in gilt and enamel (35x30mm), by A.J.'s Products; Equestrian Federation 
N.S.W., Qantas Medal for Junior Equitation Event, undated (1980s), in bronze (57mm), unnamed (in case of issue by Amor).   
Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $70 

 The Qantas Medal was established in the early 1980s. There are approximately ten medals awarded annually to junior equestrians in NSW. 

      

part

 3519* 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   Award of Excellence, 2000 Sydney Royal Easter Show, in oxidised silver 
(51mm), reverse inscribed, '2000/Sydney/Royal Show/RAS Of NSW/Value Award/For/Sparkling/Wine', unnamed; also 
InterVin Gold award, in gilt and enamel (octagonal 70x68mm), with suspension chain, reverse with plate marked, 'Montros/
Chardonnay/1988'.   The fi rst with some toning on obverse, uncirculated.  (2)  

 $60 

 The InterVin International Wine Award is designed to celebrate the best wines available to Canadian consumers. 

      

 3520* 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2001), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, 
'2001/Sydney Royal/Easter Show/Ted "Di-Vetelact"/Wells Memorial Award/Presented By/New South Wales Cat/Fanciers 
Association/For Best Cat/Ring 1 Group 2/Cat Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3521 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2002), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, 
'2002/Sydney Royal/Easter Show/B G (Bertie) Jacobs/Trophy Presented By/Friends And Admirers/Of The Late/Mr B G Jacobs 
For/Best Dog Or Bitch/Hound Group/Dog Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3522 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2003), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2003/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The "Kevin Bourke/Memorial Perpetual Trophy"/For The First Prize/Winning Rider Of/Class 
738/Presented By Fellow/Riders Of The Late/Kevin Bourke/Horse Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 
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   3523 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2003), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2003/
Macquarie Bank/Sydney Royal/Wine Show/J C M Fornachon/Memorial/Perpetual/Trophy', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3524 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2004), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2004/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The Stan Hill/Memorial Perpetual/Trophy/For/Pen Of/Three Steers/Cattle Section', unnamed.   
Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3525 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2004), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, 
'2004/Macquarie Bank/Sydney Royal/Wine Show/Restaurant And/Catering/Association/Perpetual/Trophy', unnamed.   
Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3526 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2004), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, 
'2004/Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The Cait Russell/Memorial Perpetual/Trophy/For Best/Pinzgauer/Exhibit/Cattle Section', 
unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3527 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2005), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, 
'2005/Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The Booralee/Perpetual Trophy/For/Group Of Four/Suffolks/Sheep Section', unnamed.   
Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3528 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2005), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2005/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The Andrew/Lederer Memorial/Perpetual/Trophy/Cattle Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3529 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2005), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2005/
Macquarie Bank/Sydney Royal/Wine Show/The J C M Fornachon/Memorial/Perpetual/Trophy', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3530 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2005), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2005/
Macquarie Bank/Sydney Royal/Wine Show/The RAS Of NSW/Value Award For/Sparkling/Wine', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3531 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2005), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2005/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The Sydney Futures/Exchange Trophy/For/Best Medium Wool/Skirted/Merino Ewe Or/Wether 
Fleece/Fleece Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3532 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2005), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2005/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/Reserve Champion/Pigeon/Racing Homer/Pigeon Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

                  

lot 3533  part
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3533* 
  Royal Easter Show badges,   includes issues for Sydney Royal Easter Show 2005 in silver; another identical but 2008; another 
identical for Supporter 2007 (3, gold, silver & bronze); another identical for Supporter 2009 (3, in gold, silver and bronze); 
another identical for Supporter 2010 (2, silver & bronze); The Great Australian Muster (3, gold, silver & bronze); The Great 
Australian Muster 2001 (2, gold and silver); The Great Australian Muster Supporter 2001 in bronze; another identical but 
2003; The Great Australian Muster Volunteer 2002 in silver; The Great Australian Muster Olympic Park 2000 in silver; 
He's Back The Man From Snowy River in gold; He's Back The Man From Snowy River Supporter 2004 (3, gold, silver & 
bronze).   Uncirculated.  (23)  

 $150 

 Gold, silver and bronze refers to colours not metal types. 

   3534 
  Royal Easter Show badges,   includes issues for Sydney Royal Easter Show 2005 in silver (3); another identical but 2008; 
another identical for Supporter 2010 (2, silver & bronze); The Great Australian Muster (3, gold, silver & bronze); The Great 
Australian Muster Supporter 2001 in bronze; another identical but 2003; The Great Australian Muster Volunteer 2002 in 
silver; He's Back The Man From Snowy River Supporter 2004 (4, gold, silver & bronze [2]).   Uncirculated.  (16)  

 $100 

 Gold, silver and bronze refers to colours not metal types. 

   3535 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2006), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, 
'2006/Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The Australian Council/Of Wool Exporters Award/For Best Collection Of/Three Spinners 
Type/Merino Ewe Or Wether/Fleeces, Unhoused/And Unrugged/Fleece Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3536 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2006), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2006/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The Brian Devereux/Memorial Award/For/Skirted Fleece/Superfi ne Or Finer/Merino Ewe/Or 
Wether/Fleece Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3537 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2006), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, 
'2006/Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The W J B Murphy/Memorial Perpetual/Trophy/For The Winner/Of The Ridden/Arabian 
Stallion/Or Colt/Horse Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3538 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2006), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, 
'2006/Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The Sydney Futures/Exchange Trophy/For/Best Medium Wool/Skirted Merino/Ewe Or 
Wether/Fleece/Fleece Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3539 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2006), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, 
'2006/Sydney Royal/Easter Show/The Tomahawk/Memorial Perpetual/Trophy/For The Best Cat/Burmese/Ring 1/Cat Section', 
unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3540 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2006), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2006/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/Champion/Breeding Trio/Bantam/Poultry Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3541 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2006), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2006/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/Champion/Breeding Trio/Large Fowl/Poultry Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3542 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2006), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2006/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/Most Successful/Exhibitor In/Soft Feathered/Classes/Poultry Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

     3543 
  Royal Agricultural Society Of New South Wales,   (2006), in oxidised bronze (51mm), by G.A.Miller, reverse inscribed, '2006/
Sydney Royal/Easter Show/Most Successful/Exhibitor/Hard Feathered/Classes/Poultry Section', unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 
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 3544* 
  Royal Agricultural Society of New South Wales,   (Since 1822), Award of Excellence, undated (2010), in bronze (70mm), reject 
specimen.   Uncirculated.   

 $100 

      

 3545* 
  The Bendigo Agricultural &   Horticultural Soc(iet)y, prize winner rosette badge, undated, in gilt bronze and enamel (46.5mm), 
dark blue enamel version, voided design with crest of Bendigo in centre, by Stokes & Sons Melb., unnamed.   Extremely 
fi ne.   

 $60 

           

 part

3546* 
  Royal Agricultural Society prize winner rosette badges,   includes The Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W., Sydney, badges 
(KC) (3), in bronze (50.5mm), two with two lugs on reverse and one missing lugs; Royal National A. & I. Association of 
Q'Land, Brisbane, badge (QC) in gilt and enamel (46x60mm), by A.J.Parkes, Brisbane, with two fold-over prongs on reverse; 
Royal Agricultural & Horticultural Society of S.A. Inc., badge in bronze (47x50mm), with two lugs on reverse; another but 
in gilt and enamel (46mm), by A.J.Parkes, with two lugs on reverse.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (6)  

 $150 
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 3547* 
  Australian And New Zealand Assoc(iatio)n For The Advancement Of Science,   Ferdinand von Mueller Medal, in bronze 
(55x70mm), obverse, von Mueller seated at a desk studying a spray of Acacia while leafi ng through a reference book, reverse, 
a Waratah at left and the words, 'For Researches/In/Natural/Science', unnamed.   Toned, nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 

 This medal was established in 1902 and fi rst awarded in 1904. The medal is a memorial to Baron Ferdinand von Mueller, Victorian Government Botanist 
(1852-84) and Director of Melbourne's Botanic Gardens (1857-73). 

      

 3548* 
  Royal Horticultural Society of N.S.W.,   John Thomas Baptist Memorial Medal, undated, in silver (44mm), by Amor, Sydney, 
reverse with 'Royal' inscribed above Horticultural Society of N.S.W., unnamed.   Nicely toned, good extremely fi ne and scarce 
in this metal.   

 $250 

      

 3549* 
  Agri Horticultural Society,   Colombo, undated, in silver (31mm), unsigned (by W.J.Taylor), obverse, beast standing right in 
tropical landscape, reverse, title inside wreath (cf R.J.Ford Sale, lot 311).   Usual die cracks on reverse, otherwise extremely 
fi ne and scarce.   

 $60 
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   COMMEMORATIVE  MEDALETS  The following lots contain nearly all the medalets illustrated in 'Australian 
Historical Medals, 1788-1988' and are still housed in their 2x2 holders with descriptions in Les Carlisle's hand. 

                     

   

 part

3550* 
  Medalets,   tokens, as per Carlisle numbers (1854/1, 3, 4; 1855/1, 1861/1, 1863/2, 3).   The Burke & Wills rare in this condition, 
very good - good very fi ne.  (7)  

 $600 

      

 3551* 
  Duke of Edinburgh Visit,   South Australian Agricultural Society, 1867 in bronze (33mm) by Wendt (C.1867/4).   Nearly 
extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $200 

     

   

 part

3552* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1869/1 is actually 1889 (Paris Exhibition); 1872/1, 2 (silver and bronze) 4; 1873/1, 1a, 2 gilt, 2 
brass, 2 silver; 1876/1, 2, 3 holed, 3 gilt; 1877/1 (2), 1a, 3 (2, one holed); 1878/2, 3 (2), a good run of Ricketty Dicks plus 
medal and Monster Clothing Co.   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (22)  

 $350 
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 part

3553* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1879/1 (bronze and silver), 2, 3, 4, 5 (2, one with minor variety in centre of reverse), 6, (white 
metal), 8 (white metal), 9; 1879-80/1, 5, 7 (bronze and silver), 7a (silver), 10 (gilt), 11 (gilt and silver), 12 (gilt and silver), 
13 (gilt and silver), 14 (2), 15.   Fine - good very fi ne.  (25)  

 $550 

                  

 part

3554* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1880/2 (3, brass, gilt and silver), 4, 4c, 5 (2, gilt and silver), 6 (gilt), 7 (gilt), 8 (silver), 11 (3, gilt 
silvered and silver), 13 (3, brass, gilt and silvered), 13a, 14 (silvered), 15 (2, gilt), 15a, 16, 17, 17a, 22 (2, gilt and silver).   
Fine - good extremely fi ne.  (26)  

 $350 

     

   

 part

3555* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1880-81/2 (2, gilt and silver), 3, 4, 5b, 6 (3, two silver with different reverse die varieties, gilt), 7 
(silvered), 7a (silvered), 7c (silvered), 7d (uncirculated), 8 (2, white metal and silver), 9 (3, bronze, gilt and silver), 9a(silvered), 
9b, 10 (the Cantata medal struck by the Royal Mint Melbourne).   Very good - extremely fi ne.  (20)  

 $350 
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 part

3556* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1881/1 (2, gilt and silvered), 1a, 2 (2, gilt and silver), 2b, 3, 3a plain wreath, 4 (gilt), 5 (3, bronze, 
gilt and silver), 6, 6a, 7, 10, 10a, 11 (gilt), 12 (silver), 13 (3, gilt, silvered and silver), 14, 15.   Very good - good extremely 
fi ne.  (24)  

 $400 

                

              

              

 part

3557* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1882/1; 1883/1, 2 (silver, toned uncirculated), 3, 6 (silver), 7; 1883-4/1, 2, 3, 4; 1884/1 (2, white 
metal and silver), 3; 1884-5/1 (this piece, Knipe was the founder of Victoria Humane Society); 1885/1 (gilt), 1a (silvered), 
2 (bronze), 3 (2, gilt and silver), 8 (white metal, 9 (silver), 12 (2, bronze and silver), 15, 15 die variety, 17.   Fine - extremely 
fi ne.  (26)  

 $900 

      

 3558* 
  Lord Mayor's Soudan Medal,   1885 in silver (28mm) by Evan Jones (C.1885/10).   Very fi ne.   

 $600 
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 part

3559* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1886/1, 2 (4, bronze (no curl) and 3 silvered, one with no curl), 3 (7, bronze, silver and 5 silvered, 
one with D.Schmidt on truncation), 5 (bronze and silver), 5a (bronze and silver), 7 (brass, gilt and silver), 8, 8a (bronze), 9 
(bronze and silver), 10 (bronze and silver), 11 (bronze and silver), 13 (bronze and silver).   Very good - extremely fi ne.  (29)  

 $400 

                 

              

               

 part

3560* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1886-7/1 (white metal); 1887/1 (two bronze, one 90 degree upset), 1a, 2 (bronze), 3 (gilt), 7a, 9, 
10 (gilt), 12 (gilt), 13, 14 (silvered), 15, 18, 19 (brass, silvered and gilt), 20 (copper, gilt and silver), 22 (white metal, gilt and 
silver), 22a, 23, 23a, 24 (2 varieties), 24a, 26 (white metal and silver), 27 (silver).   Very good - extremely fi ne.  (32)  

 $600 
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  part

3561* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1887/28, 29 (13, gilt, 10 varieties and 3 silvered); 30 (gilt and silver), 31, 32 (gilt), 33 (gilt), 34, 35 
(4), 35a, 36, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 43a, 44 (bronze, gilt and silvered), 45 (gilt), 46 (gilt and silver).   Very good - good extremely 
fi ne.  (38)  

 $500 

                 

              

  

part

3562* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1887/47 (silver), 47a, 47c (gilt and silver), 49 (gilt and silver), 49a, 50, 50a, 52 (Clermont Anti 
Chinese League), 53, 54, 54a, 54b, 55 (gilt), 55b (2), 57, 58, 59, 60 (gilt), 61, 62a, 63, 64 (gilt silver).   Fine - uncirculated, 
the tenth one of the fi nest known and very important.  (26)  

 $1,200 
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 part

3563* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1887/65 (gilt), 66, 67, 68, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 74a, 75 (gilt), 76, 77 (2 varieties gilt), 78 (gilt), 79, 
80, 81, 81a, 82 (2 obverse die varieties), 83, 84, 85 (4), 86 (gilt and silver), 86a, 87 (2 gilt), 87a, 88 (2 varieties all gilt), 91, 
92, 93, 94a, 97, 98.   Fine - uncirculated.  (44)  

 $900 

     

  

               

 part

3564* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1888/2 (silver and 16mm white metal (poor)), 4 (brass, gilt (2) and silvered), 5 (bronze), 7 (silver), 
7a (3, gilt 2 varieties), 9 (silvered), 10 (gilt and silver (2)), 11 (gilt and silvered), 16 (gilt and silver), 17 (silver), 17a, 18, 19 
(gilt and silver), 20 (silver), 21 (brass, gilt and silver), 22 (gilt), 23 (bronze), 23a (bronze), 24 (brass), 28 (gilt 19mm and 
20mm, silver), 33.   Very good - uncirculated.  (35)  

 $500 
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 part

3565* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1888-9/1, 2 (gilt), 3, 5 (silver), 6 (holed and unholed), 7 (gilt), 8 (gilt); 1889/1a (silver), 1b, 3 (3, 
one with original ribbon); 1890/1 (white metal), 2 (gilt and gold), 3 (aluminium and bronze (4)), 4 (gilt (3) and silver), 6, 7 
(bronze, brass (2) and gilt), 7a.   The gold issue very rare, very good - uncirculated.  (31)  

 $900 

                 

               

 part

3566* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1890-1/1 (gilt and silver), 3 (silver), 3a, 4 (gilt and silver), 5; 1891/1 (gilt), 2 (brass), 3 (silvered), 7 
(15 carat gold); 1891-2/1 (silver (2) struck over sixpences), 3 (silver); 1892/1 (silver), 2 (gilt), 4 (bronze); 1893/1, 2 (silver), 
3 (2, one facing right); 1894/1, 2; 1894/5 (holed and unholed), 2 (gilt and silver), 3, 4, 5 (brass), 5b; 1895/2; 1895-6/1 (gilt), 
2 (gilt and silver); 1896/2 (gilt), 3 (gilt), 4 (silver), 5a, 8 (silver), 9.   The VFB in gold very rare, very good - good extremely 
fi ne.  (41)  

 $800 

     

               

 part

3567* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1897/1, 2, 3 (aluminium and gilt), 4b (gilt), 5, 6 (5), 7 (gilt and silver for fl ags left; fl ags right silver), 
10 (gilt (2 die varieties), bronze and silver), 11 (gilt), 12 (gilt), 13 (gold), 15 (gilt, silver and gold).   The gold issues rare, very 
good - nearly uncirculated.  (24)  

 $1,200 
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 part

3568* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1897/16 (holed and unholed gilt), 17 (die 1 (2, holed and unholed), die 2, all gilt), 18 (die 1 (holed), 
die 2 (unholed)), 19 (2, bronze and gilt), 20 (gilt, holed and unholed), 21 (gilt and silver), 22 (3, gilt, two holed, one unholed), 
23 (4, bronze, gilt (2, two obverse dies)), 24 (4, bronze and gilt (3)), 25 (die 1 and die 3 (unholed)), 26 (4, silver, unholed), 26a 
(6), b, c (2), d (3), e (3), f (5), h (2), i (2), j (2), ten others not attributed for the die identity listing but differences described.   
Very good - uncirculated.  (67)  

 $600 
 The unholed pieces from the Ferndale Collection, Sale 89, lot 374. 

                 

              

   

 part

3569* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1897/27 (unholed), 28, 29 (white metal and gilt (3)), 30 (unholed), 31 (gilt and silver), 32 (holed 
and unholed), 33 (holed and unholed), 34 (die 1, holed and unholed, die 2 unholed), 35 (die 1, gilt, die 2, gilt unholed), 36 
(die 2 and die 3, unholed), 39 (die 1, unholed, and die 2), 40 (die 1, gilt, and die 2, bronze), 41 (die 1 and 2, both unholed 
gilt), 42 (copper and gilt), 43 (gilt die 1 and die 2), 44 (die 1 and die 2, gilt), 45 (die 1, unholed, and die 2), 46 (die 1 and 
die 2 unholed), 47 (die 1, unholed and die 2), 48 (gilt unholed), 49 (die 1 unholed and die 2), 50 (2), 51, 52 (die 1 and die 
2, unholed gilt), 53 (die 1, unholed, and die 2), 54, 55, 56 (unholed), 57 (gilt), 58, 59 (unholed gilt), 60, 61, 62 (die 1 and 
die 2, unholed), 63 (die 1 unholed and die 2), 64 (2, one unholed), 65 (gilt, dies 1 and 2 unholed), 66 (dies 1 (2) and die 2, 
gilt), 67 (die 1 unholed and die 2), 68 (die 1 and die 2, unholed gilt), 69 (dies 1 and 2, gilt), 70 (die 2, holed and unholed), 
71 (aluminium and silvered), 74 (silvered (2)), 75 (die 1, unholed and die 2), 76.   Very good - uncirculated.  (92)  

 $1,250 
 The unholed gilt issues mostly ex Ferndale Collection, Sale 89, lot 374. 
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 part

3570* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1897/77 (brass and silvered (2)), 78 (brass undated, gilt with original ribbon), 79 (gilt and silver), 80, 
81, 82 (aluminium, bronze, gilt (3), silvered, silver (5, several varieties)), 83 (unholed gilt, silvered and silver), 84 (aluminium), 
87 (3, silver), 88 (bronze (7) and silvered (6), several minor varieties), 89 (white metal), 90, 92, 93 (brass and silvered, unholed), 
96; 1898/1 (silver), 2 (gilt), 4 (silver).   The Thursday Island issue rare and interesting, very good - uncirculated.  (44)  

 $500 

                 

              

   

 part

3571* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1899/1 (bronze, gilt and silvered), 2 (gilt), 3 (gilt), 4, 5 (gilt), 6a (brass), 7, 8 (variety date to right), 
8b, 8c (silver and gold), 9, 9a, 10, 12; 1899-00/1 (gilt and silver), 2 (gilt and silvered), 3, 5 (aluminium, bronze and gilt), 6 
(white metal, gilt (5, one unholed), bronze and silvered (3)), 7 (gilt and silvered), 9 (bronze and silver), 9a, 10 (bronze), 10a, 
12, 13, 15, 16 (bronze, gilt and silver (unholed)), 18 (bronze, gilt, silvered (2)), 18a (bronze), 19, 20, 21 (gilt), 22 (gilt (2)).   
Very good - nearly uncirculated.  (57)  

 $600 
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 part

3572* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1900/1, 2, 3 (gilt and silvered), 4, 5 (gilt), 6, 7 (gilt and silvered), 7a (gilt), 8 (2, one unholed), 9 
(gilt (2, one with original ribbon and silver), 10 (brass), 11 (gilt), 18 (brass), 21 (gilt and silver), 23; 1901/2 (gilt (12), silvered 
(2) and silver, minor varieties), 3 (gilt, 4 (gilt and silver), 5 (2, gilt), 6 (aluminium and silver), 7, 8 (gilt), 9 (bronze and gilt), 
11 (silver 'N.Gaye'), 12 (gilt), 13 (3, gilt), 14 (gilt, 32mm), 15, 16 (gilt (2) and silver), 16b (gilt), 17 (gilt with ribbon and 
silvered), 18 (gilt), 19 (gilt and silver(, 20.   Very good - nearly uncirculated.  (63)  

 $600 

                 

                 

 part

3573* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1901/21 (gilt), 23 (4, gilt, dies 1 and 2), 25 (5, gilt (4) and silvered), 26 (gilt), 27 (gilt and silver), 
28 (2, bronze (2) and gilt (2)), 33 (silvered), 34 (gilt and silver), 35, 36, 37 (gilt (10), silvered (2) and silver, unholed), 37a 
(gilt), 40 (3, gilt (2) and silvered), 41, 41a, 44 (white metal), 44a, 46 (white metal), 47, 47a (gilt), 48 (2), 51, 53, 61, 70 (hand 
crafted in gold).   The last very rare, very good - uncirculated.  (59)  

 $1,000 
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 part

3574* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1901-2/2 (gilt and silver), 3 (3, aluminium and silvered (2) one is nickel); 1902 (5, gilt (4) and 
silvered), 1a (5, gilt (2) and silvered), 2 (gilt and silvered), 2a, 4 (gilt), 5a, 6, 7 (gilt and silvered), 8 (3, gilt (2, one unholed) 
and silvered), 9, 10 (gilt and silvered), 11 (2), 12 (3, gilt (2 die varieties) and silvered), 12a (bronze and gilt), 13 (gilt and 
silvered), 14, 15, 16 (gilt), 17 (gilt, unholed), 18 (3, gilt (2, one unholed), and silvered), 19 (unholed), 20, 21, 22 (2, gilt), 38, 
38a (silvered), 39 (gilt), 39a, 40, 42 (gilt), 44, 45.   Very good - uncirculated.  (72)  

 $750 

                            

                   

 part

3575* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1902-3/1 (gilt), 1a; 1903/3 (gilt and silver), 4, 5 (aluminium); 1904/1 (aluminium), 2b, 3 (gilt), 4, 
6 (gilt), 7 (bronze); 1905/1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (gilt), 6 (4, bronze (2) and silver (2)), 7 (silvered), 8 (gilt), 16; 1906/1 (aluminium), 2 
(gilt), 3 (aluminium, brass and gilt), 5 (gilt); 1907 (gilt), 4 (bronze); 1908/1 (gilt), 3 (aluminium), 7 (brass), 8, 9, 11, 12, 13a, 
15 (gilt and silvered); 1908 US fl eet (3, 2 different in painted tin); 1909/1 (gilt), 2, 4 (aluminium), 5 (gilt), 6 (white metal), 
10 (white metal); 1910/1 (3, bronze and silvered (2)), 2 (gilt), 3 (bronze), 4 (bronze), 6a, 8 (gilt), 9.   Some US Fleet rare, very 
good - uncirculated.  (61)  

 $900 
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 part

3576* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1911/1 (gilt, 2 obverse dies), 2 (5, bronze (2), gilt (2 dies) and silvered), 3 (2, gilt), 4 (gilt), 6 (2, 
silvered), 7, 8 (gilt), 9 (silvered), 10a, 11 (silvered), 12 (gilt), 14 (gilt and silvered), 15 a, 16 (silvered), 19 (gilt), 19a, 20 (gilt), 
20a (gilt and silvered), 21 (bronze), 21a (gilt and silvered), 22 (13, silvered (2) and gilt (11)), 23 (4, silvered) 24, 25, 26, 31, 
33; 1912/3 (silver), 4 (bronze), 6; 1913/1, 2 (bronze), 4 (gilt), 5 (4, brass with bar, bronze (2) and silvered), 6 (brass and 
silvered), 7 (silvered).   The 1912/3 rare, very good - uncirculated.  (65)  

 $900 
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 part

3577* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1914/1,2 (aluminium), 3 (gilt and silvered), 6 (gilt), 7 (bronze), 8, 9 (silver 'A.C.Woods/Ord.
Seaman'), 10 (2), 11 (brass); 1914-18 (4, bronze (2) and gilt (2)); 1914-19 Terang (gilt); 1915/1, 2, 4, 5 (5, silvered dies 1 and 
2, bronze die 1, gilt die 1, silver), 5a, 6, 7 (3, silvered, one with Prouds), 8, 9 (9 carat gold with bar and ribbon, 'To/Alfred 
Thayne/from/Katoomba Boys/Assn') 10 (bronze and silvered), 11 (silver), 12, 13, 14, 14a (bronze), 15 (gilt), 16, 17 (brass 
and bronze), 18 (gilt), 19 (9 carat gold), 20 (gilt); Viv La France Flag/Prouds Ltd (bronze, 17mm). The gold issue and the 
W.A.  HMAS Sydney rare to very rare, very good - uncirculated.  (46)  

 $2,500 
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 part

3578* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1916/1,2 (7, minor varieties, all bronze), 3 (silvered), 6 (gilt), 7, 8, (brass gilt), 9, 11 (gilt), 11a 
(brass); VGA (Victoria Golf Association) War Medal, 1916 in bronze (32mm); 1917/2 (brass), 3, 4; 1918/1 (silvered), 2 (7, 
bronze (3 varieties), silvered (3 varieties) and silver), 3, 5, 6, 10; NSW R&T War Fund, 1918 in bronze (26mm); 1919/1, 2 
(5 varieties), 3 (bronze, gilt and silvered), 4a, 7, 9; also RSA Appeal, 1919 in silvered tin.   Very good - uncirculated.  (47)  

 $500 

     

              

               

 part

3579* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1920/2 (bronze), 3 (bronze, gilt and silvered), 4 (3, gilt and silvered (2)), 4a (gilt), 5 (6, bronze (2), 
gilt (2 varieties) and silvered (2)), 6 (gilt), 7 (silvered), 8 (2, silvered), 9 (brass and gilt), 10 (bronze), 11 (6, bronze and gilt 
(5 die varieties)), 12; 1921/1, 2 (2 varieties), 3 (brass and bronze), 4, 5 (2, gilt enamel and bronze), 6 (bronze); 1922/2 (gilt), 
3 (gilt), 3a (3, bronze (2) and gilt), 3b (gilt), 3c (gilt), 3d (2, gilt), 3e, 5; 1923/1 (5, aluminium and white metal (4)),2, 4, 5 
(silvered and silver).   The Macintosh and Degraves Centenary by Chitty rare, very good - uncirculated.  (57)  

 $800 
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 part

3580* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1924/2 (gilt), 3, 4 (2 varieties in enamel), 5 (brass and bronze), 6 (gilt), 7 (3, brass, bronze, and 
enamelled gilt pin back), 14; Geelong Fire Brigade Demonstration 1924 pin back; Burns Club Canberra 1924 by Miller Ltd; 
1925/1, 2, 4 (aluminium and gilt), 5 (gilt), 6, 8, 9; 1926/1, 2; 1927/2 (gilt and enamelled), 3; 1928/4; 1929/2 (2, copper), 3; 
1931/1 (silvered), 2 (silvered); International Harvester 1931; 1932/1 (pin back and plain), 2, 3 (brass and bronze), 4 (bronze 
and gilt), 8.   Very good - nearly uncirculated.  (41)  

 $500 

                 

               

 part

3581* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1933/1, 2 (bronze and silvered), 3, also an undated uniface example; 1934/3 (bronze), 4 (2, white and 
red enamel), 8; 1934-35/1 (9, silvered), 2 (silvered), 3,  pin pack badge; 1935/1, 2 (bronze and silvered), 3, 4, 5, 8 (silvered), 
8a, 9 (2); British Empire issues (3 different); 1936/1 (3, gilt, one wih ribbon), 3, 4 (silver), 5 (4, brass and silvered (3)), 5a 
(test), 7; Governor Phillip pin back badges with ribbon. The test piece ex O.C.  Fleming Collection and very rare, very good 
- uncirculated.  (37)  

 $500 
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 part

3582* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1937/1 (silvered), 2 (4, gilt (2 different) and silvered (2)), 3 (7, bronze (3), silvered and gilt (3 
different)), 4 (bronze), 5 (silvered), 6a (5, bronze (2), silvered and gilt (2)), 9 (5 mostly different, bronze (2), silvered and gilt 
(2)), 10 (4, bronze (3) and gilt), 10b, 11, 12 (4, silvered, one with gold tone), 13 (3, silvered), 14 (silvered), 15 (2, silvered), 
16 (6, bronze (silvered or gilt) and silvered (5)), 17 (bronze and silver), 18 (2, silvered), 18a (silvered), 19 (3, silvered (2) and 
gilt 'Brion Barbone'), 20, 22 (2, silvered), 23 (4, gilt and silvered (3 different)), 24 (aluminium), 25 (gilt), 26, 27, 29 (bronze 
light gilt), 29a, 29b, 29c, 29d, 29e, 30, 31, 32, 33 (bronze light gilt), 34, 35, 36 (light gilt), 37, 37a, 38 (2, bronze and gilt), 
39, 40 (bronze), 41, 42, 43, 44a, 45 (bronze and light gilt), 50 (aluminium and light gilt), 51 (3, aluminium (2) and bronze), 
52, 55, 57, 59 (silvered), 62, 64, 65, 67, 68 (silvered), 70, 73 (lightly gilt), 75, 78; 1937 pin back gilt by K.G.Luke Melb.   
Very good - uncirculated.  (107)  

 $1,000 

     

               

 part

3583* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1938/1 (silvered), 4 (4, silvered one unholed ex O.C.Fleming Collection), 5 (6, bronze (5, one 
unholed) and cast in white metal), 6, 10, 12 (3, silvered), 16 (bronze), 16c, 20 (aluminium); 1939/2, 3 (2), 5 (aluminium), 
1941/1 (Jack's Day enamelled 2/- by Angus & Coote (2)); 1943/1 Xmas Stockings 1943 (cf 1944/2) (brass); 1945/1-8, 9 (4), 
10, 12, 14, 15; 1947/1, 2; 1948/1, 2 (aluminium and gilt); 1949/1 (aluminium and gilt), 2, 3 (bronze stamped 128, silver 
stamped 28), 4 (silvered with ribbon), 8; 1950-1/1; 1957/2, 5 (bronze), 6 (10, one silvered later, another unholed loop, another 
without loop, minor varieties all in bronze); 1951-2/1; 1952/1, 3.   Very good - uncirculated.  (72)  

 $750 
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 part

3584* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1953/2 (aluminium and copper), 3, 4, 5, 6 (bronze), 7 (3, bronze (2) and gilt), 7a (gilt), 8 (3, bronze, 
silvered and silver), 9 (2, silvered), 10, 10 blank reverse in bronze (2), 10a, 11 (gilt), 12, 13, 14 (bronze), 16, 17 (bronze), 18 
(brass), 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 (brass), 26, 27, 28 (2, one engraved 'E.D.Beattie'), 29, 30 (bronze), 31 (brass), 32 (bronze), 
33, 34, 35 (brass), 36 (brass and silvered), 37, 38 (2, one with loop unholed), 39 (2, one with loop unholed), 40 (bronze and 
silvered), 41, 42 (brass), 43, 44, 46, 48; Amor blank, unholed loop; 1953-4/2.   Fine - uncirculated.  (60)  

 $750 

                 

 

   

 part

3585* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1954/1, 1a, 2, 3, 4, 5 (2 varieties), 6 (silvered), 7 (aluminium), 8, 9, 10 (bronze and gilt), 11, 12 
(4, 2 with bars), 13, 14 (bronze and silver), 15, 16, 18, 20, 23 (copper); 1954-5/1, 1955/1 (bronze stamped 244 and silver 
stamped 44), 2, 3 (6, copper, silvered (3 dies), and silver (2 dies)), 4, 8, 9 (brass); 1955-6/1; 1956/1, 2, 3, 7; Missions to Seamen 
badge; 1957/1; 1958/2, 3, 4; 1959/1 (aluminium and silver), 2, 3, 4, 5c, 8, 10, 11, 12; 1960/1, 3 (silvered), 4 (bronze), 5, 6, 
11; 1961/1, 2, 2a; 1962/1 (bronze), 2 (bronze and silver), 3 (brass), 6.   Fine - uncirculated.  (73)  

 $750 
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 part

3586* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1963/1, 2, 2a, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10; 1964/1 (3, gilt (2) and silver), 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13; 1965/1, 3, 
4, (copper and silver), 7; 1966 (bronze and silver), 2 (2, silvered), 3 (bronze), 4 (bronze No 72 and silver), 5, 6 (copper and 
silver), 8 (3, aluminium, bronze and silver), 11 (Cadmium plated), 12 (copper and silver), 13 (aluminium, copper No 100 and 
silver No 100), 14 (aluminium and silver (only three struck)), 15 (copper and silver No 65), 17 (bronze and oxidised silver), 
18 (bronze), 19, 20; 1967/1, 2 (copper), 3, 7 (gilt), 8, 12, 13, 15 (silvered). Very fi ne - uncirculated.   (61)   

 $750 

                  

 part

3587* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1968/3, 4, 7 (bronze and silver), 10, 11, 13 (bronze), 14 (listed in the book as 1988/47 in error); 
1969/2 (silvered), 5 (bronze), 13 (gilt), 16, 18; 1970/1, 2, 5 (2, copper and oxidised silver), 7 (2, one unholed), 8 (3, gilt (2, 
one unholed) and silvered), 9 (2, one unholed), 10 (3, one unholed), 11 (2, one unholed), 12 (2, one unholed), 13, 14 (2, one 
unholed), 15 (2, one unholed), 16 (2, one unholed), 17 (bronze), 19, 23 (2 dies), 28 (21mm), 31 (2 different), 33 (4, bronze, 
gilt (2) and silvered), 34 (3, one unholed, one gold plated), 35 (aluminium and gilt aluminium), 38 (brass, bronze and silver 
(only two struck)), 40 (bronze and silver), 47 (copper), 48, 49, 54 (2), 55 (2, silvered), 56a (silver), 61a, 62, 71 (bronze), 72, 
73.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (73)  

 $750 

                  

 part

3588* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1971/3 (bronze), 4 (3, including 1921 tinnie), 9 (2, one unholed), 11, 12, 16 (brass), 17, 22, 23, 
25; 1972/2, 5, 7 (aluminium and copper), 20; 1973/1 (bronze), 3, 5 (5, aluminium (2), bronze, silvered and silver (only three 
struck)), 6, 7, 10 (silver); Holden key ring by Myers & Co. Bris; 1974/1 (2 dies), 4 (3, bronze, silvered and silver), 8, 11 (toned 
bronze), 14, 17, 18 (3, copper and silvered (2)), 19; 1975/3 (gilt and silver), 4, 9, 10 (silvered); Olympic Team in plastic; 
1976/3 (silver), 5 (bronze and silvered), 6 (3, brass, copper trial and silver), 8, 10, 12 (brass and silver), 13, 16 (silvered and 
gilt), 31, 32, 38; Montreal Olympics (3 in bronze).   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (67)  

 $650 
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 part

3589* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1977/2, 4 (3, bronze, oxidised silver plate and silver), 5 (bronze and silvered), 17 (gilt and silvered), 
18a, 19, 20, 21 (plated zinc), 22 (bronze and silver), 23, 24, 28, 30, 31, 34 (copper), 36, 48, 57; 1978/1, 2, 4, 7 (3, brass (2, 
one unholed) and bronze), 10 (brass, bronze and silver), 11, 15 (silver plated and bronze), 18, 20, 22 (gilt), 24 (2, brass, one 
unholed), 25, 31; Club Marconi 20th Anniversary in brass; 1979/1, 3, 4, 6 (gilt), 7 (brass and silver No 18), 11 (2, brass, 
one unholed), 12 (silvered), 15 bronze), 19 (3, aluminium, gilt and silver), 27 (aluminium), 34 (bronze), 35 (bronze), 40, 
42, 44, 46 (3, gilt one unholed), 48, 49, 50 (2), 54 (bronze and silver), 56 (nickel plated); Rydalmere Bowling Club, 25th 
Anniversary (gilt).   Fine - uncirculated.  (75)  

 $500 

                 

   

 part

3590* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1980/3 (bronze), 6, 7 (bronze and silver), 8 (blank only), 9, 10, 12 (3), 14 (bronze), 15, 16, 18, 
19, 21, 25, 30 (3, bronze, silvered and gilt), 50; 1981/9, 11 (gilt), 21, 22, 23 (bronze, in card of issue), 24 (2, one in card of 
issue), 25, 28 (plated, in card of issue), 29 (3, silvered, in cards of issue (2) and silver), 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38; 1982/2 
(in card of issue), 11 (bronze), 20 (2, copper, one in card of issue), 24, 31, 32, 32a reverse blank (copper), 32b reverse wreath 
struck in lead, 33 (2, brass and silvered in card of issue), 34 (gilt and silver No 52), 37-49 complete; 1983/8 (gilt, in card of 
issue), 9 (brass and silver in card of issue), 14 (silvered, with wallet), 15, 15a, 16, 18 (bronze), 19 (brass and antique bronze), 
20 (in card of issue), 28, 29 (in card of issue), 31, 35 (brass), 36 (gilt, bronze and silver), 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47-52 complete; 
1984/4, 5, 12, 17, 23, 31 (aluminium and bronze), 34, 35 (bronze and silver), 36, 37, 40 (in card of issue), 41-47 complete; 
Olympics 1896-1984 in silvered brass (hockey players, Antwerp 1920) probably a US issue.   Fine - uncirculated.  (120)  

 $800 
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 part

3591* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, 1985/2 (gilt), 3 (2, one reverse only brockage), 9 (bronze and silver in cards of issue), 11, 12, 29, 
30, 31, 34-40, 42-81, includes extra 65 (gilt), 69 (silvered), 80 (gilt and silver), 84, 87, 98, 100, 101, 102 (in card of issue), 
104 (2, in cards of issue), 105, 109, 111, 112, 114-117, 121 (bronze, gilt and silvered), 122 (3); Opera House/ILAR 1985; 
1986/1 (bronze), 3, 4 (cased copper), 5 (silvered), 6 (in card of issue), 7, 8, 10 (bronze and silver), 14, 16, 23 (nickel plated), 
26, 30 (copper), 35 (silvered), 36 (brass and silver), 37 (copper and silver), 38 Roberts Halleys Comet No 49, page 670 (gilt 
and oxidised silver), 56, 58, 65 (3, gilt, silvered, silver in card of issue), 66, 73 (brass and silver), 74 (brass and silver), 75; 
1987/6, 7 (nickel plated and brass), 7a, 8a, 9, 26, 28, 31 (in card of issue), 35-42, extra 37, 42, 43 (5, gilt (2), bronze, silvered 
and silver); 1988/16, 17, 18 (2 varieties), 19 (silvered and silver), 21 (3, bronze and silver, 1993 issue in brass), 23 (gilt), 27 
(gilt and silvered), 50, 52 (gilt and silvered), 53, 55, 56, 71 (brass), 77; Cook and First Fleet issues out of Pobjoy Mint series 
of twenty (20), and Monorail TNT Commemorative token.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (165)  

 $1,200 

    

   

 part

3592* 
  Medalets,   Australian Coin Associates 1967 series of Australian Prime Ministers, as per list on page 669/1-13 in copper 
and gold plated, 20 copper, 21 copper and 22 copper (3), 18, larger size (Macquarie) in silver (51mm).   Extremely fi ne - 
uncirculated.  (30)  

 $300 
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 part

3593* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, the undated issues, A/1 (3, bronze, gilt and silver), A/3, A/6 (bronze), A/7 (silver), A/9 (gilt and 
bronze), A/10 (aluminium, gilt and silvered), A/14 (2), A/15 (silvered with pin), A/17, A/19, A/23, A/25, 6, 7; B/1, B/2 (gilt, 
brass and bronze), B/6 (nickel plated and brass); C/1 (silver), C/4 (bronze), C/5 (4, bronze (2 varieties), gilt and bronze with 
plain reverse), C/6, C/8 (brass and silvered), C/11, C/14, C/15; D/3 (gilt), D/4 (silvered); E/4, E/6 (bronze and silver), E/8, E/9, 
E/10 (gilt and silver), E/12; F/1 (silver), F/2 (3 varieties); G/1 (3, brass, gilt with ribbon on bar and silver), G/2 (bronze), G/5 
(oxidisated silver), G/6, G/7, G/8, G/9, G/10, G/11, G/13 (bronze).   The E/8 and G/6 rare, very good - uncirculated.  (65)  

 $900 

     

 

  

lot 3594 part
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 part

3594* 
  Medalets,   as per Carlisle, H/1 (3, brass, gilt and silver), H/2 (gilt and silver), H/3 (bronze) H/4 (3, bronze and silvered (2)), 
H/5, H/6 (4, one holed with milled edge), H/7; I/1 (white metal); J/2; K/1, K/2 (bronze and gilt); L/1, L/5; M/1 (bronze and 
silver), M/2 (gilt), M/4 (aluminium and brass), M/5 (bronze), M/6, M/7, M/9; O/1 (bronze), O/2 (gilt), O/4; P/2 (gilt and 
silvered) P/5, P/6, P/7, P/12, P/13, P/14; Q/1 (3, aluminium and bronze (2 varieties)), Q/3, Q/5; R/1 (2), R/2, R/3 (2), R/4, 
R/5 (3, bronze, gilt and silver); S/1, S/4, S/5 (bronze), S/9 (gilt), S/11 (gilt), S/12, S/13, S/15, S/16, S/17, S/24 (silver), S/25 
(silver); T/1a, T/2 (gilt and silver), T/3 (silvered), T/3c, T/4 (white metal), T/6 (2), T/9 (silvered), T/10, T/11, T/12 (silver), 
T/13, T/14, T/17 (5, brass, copper, bronze silver and gilt), T/18, T/24 (white metal), T/25 (2); V/1, V/4 (gilt), V/5 (bronze), 
V/6, V/9 (3, now listed as 1908/24, single loop (2) one engraved C.Foster, two loop suspension with battle ship bar); W/1, 
W/5, W/6; ZA/1 (gilt), ZA/2a (silver), ZE/1 (gilt and silvered), ZF/1 (gilt). ZF/2 (bronze and silvered), ZS/2, ZV/1 (bronze), 
ZY/1 (bronze), ZZ/1.   The Chitty holey dollar issue rare, several rare to very rare, fair - uncirculated.  (113)  

 $2,500 
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   3595 
  Medalets,   following on from Carlisle, Schools, 1988 Glenorie and Parramatta; 1989 Fairfi eld, Mortdale (2), St.Spyridon, 
Narrabeen, Meander (4, gilt (2), bronze (2)); 1991, Toukley (2) and Parramatta (2), Frenchs Forest; 1992, South Wagga; 
1993, Scots College, Somerset (Tas) (bronze); Numismatic Society issues, Victoria (4), MCC Sydney (4), North Yorke 
Peninsula (2); newspaper sports medalets in nickel plate; Numismatists, Terry Pepperell (9), George Dean (2), ANDA 1998 
(3), Sydney 1842-1992 (5), Tas Medals (3), up to 1995, also various earlier issues, mostly unlisted or British (12).   Extremely 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (121)  

 $300 

   3596 
  Medalets,   1919 Peace medalet (C.1919/2) by Stokes & Sons (14), A.J.Parkes (2), Amor (7) and unnamed (2), also group of 
ten personal medals, paperweight and trials of Cook/Parkes 1901 medal formerly belonging to the late Ron Byatt of Amor 
Pty Ltd, and medals, 1948-1950 to W.E.Curran by the NAV.   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (35)  

 $150 

   3597 
  A collection of check pieces,   advertising checks, (includes G.Dean Coles medals (5)), tickets and passes, electoral tags (27), 
workers tags or discs and tool checks, poor quality tradesmens tokens (16).   Mostly in 2x2 holders and described, some 
duplication, for example British Equitable Co-Op Society tokens, fair - extremely fi ne.  (302)  

 $500 

 The three Netherlands East Indies bamboo coffee canteen tokens ex O.C.Fleming Collection. 

   3598 
  Medalets,   or advertising tokens of Ian Armstrong Shoe Mart, each in 2x2 holders and attributed from No 4 to 358 some in 
different fi nishes or metals, commencing in 1977, many with low mintage, duplicates approx 70.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  
(approx 400)  

 $500 

 Sold with research including typed list. 

lot 3599 part
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   UNIVERSITY  &  SCHOOL  AWARD  MEDALS 

Rare Halloran School Medal with Title of Sydney Grammar School and English Text

     

  3599* 
  The Halloran School Medal,   1824, in silver (68mm), by Samuel Clayton, obverse, an allegorical scene of Minerva leading 
a schoolboy, the temple of Fame and a church in the background, at the top in a ribbon scroll, 'SYDNEY GRAMMAR 
SCHOOL' and below left corner marked 'S.Clayton' and right corner marked 'Delt. et Sculpt.', reverse, in 13-lines, 'To/Henry 
Halloran/FOR HIS PROGRESS IN HIS STUDIES/AND GENERAL GOOD CONDUCT/- This MARK of - /HONORARY 
DISTINCTION/is Presented,/BY HIS FRIEND, & PRECEPTOR,/Laurence Halloran D,D,/A.D. 1824,/AEt. 13.' (aged 13), 
in unoffi cial case; also Calcutta International Exhibition Medal, 1883-84, in bronze (76mm), by J.S.& A.B.Wyon, obverse, 
Queen Victoria bust left, 'Victoria/Empress', reverse, fi gures representing science, industry and agriculture presenting 
themselves to India and Britannia, 'Calcutta' at top and in exergue, 'International/Exhibition/1883-84', in case of issue with 
lid lining gold blocked, 'H.HALLORAN, ESQ., C.M.G., J.P./MEMBER,/NEW SOUTH WALES COMMISSION'; Colonial 
and Indian Exhibition, London, 1886, in bronze (52mm) (BHM 3209; Eimer 1725), obverse, bust of Prince Edward left, 
reverse, text with wreath around, in case of issue by Ralph Heaton & Sons, The Mint, Birmingham, in case of issue.   The fi rst 
with some roughness and nicks to edge, hairlines, otherwise nicely toned, extremely fi ne and very rare particularly as this 
medal is the only one known to date to have the name Sydney Grammar School on the obverse and text in English, amongst 
the earliest of Australian medals extant having been executed by the fi nest silversmith in the colony at the time, the other 
two uncirculated.  (3)  

 $30,000 

 Examination conducted on 23 December 1824 and this medal was awarded to Henry Halloran for English exercises and rapid progress in his classical studies. 
Henry, aged 13, was one of Dr. Laurence Halloran's many children.

These school medals were awarded by Dr.L.Halloran between 1819 and at least 1826. Examinations were held in June and December each year and two silver 
medals were awarded for each the half-yearly exams. This medal on offer is the eighth of these medals known to still exist. They were awarded to Robert 
Campbell (1819) (private collection ex A.H.Baldwin Collection), John Wild (1820) (private collection), Francis Lord (1822) (Caroline Simpson Collection, 
Historic Houses Trust of NSW, Sydney), Charles Driver (awarded 1822 but medal dated 1823) (Powerhouse Museum), William M.Campbell (1823) (private 
collection ex Spink Australia Auctions Sale 24 lot 1018 and Noble Numismatics Sale 88 lot 705 [Dr John Chapman Collection]), Henry Halloran (1824) (Les 
Carlisle Collection), John D.Tawell (1824) (ex Morton and Eden Sale 39, lot 352, 2 Dec 2009 to USA buyer), and J.F.Josephson (1826) (private collection ex 
Noble Numismatics Sale 58 lot 2898).

The Sydney Gazette of 15th July 1820 records 'On Friday ult. the half yearly exhibitions of the various exercises by Dr Halloran's pupils took place at his house 
in Phillip Street, and the Latin class underwent a public examination in their classical studies. To those who are appraised of Dr Halloran's long experience as a 
teacher, and of the number of persons now fi lling eminent situations who were educated by him, it will scarcely be necessary to say that his pupils acquirements 
in the short period during which they have studied under his directions, appeared highly creditable to themselves and their instructor.

Handsome silver medals of considerable value were presented to Masters Henry Robinson and John Wild'... 'Similar medals were obtained at Christmas last 
by Simeon Lord and Robert Campbell'. Another entry in the Sydney Gazette, dated 22nd December 1821 states 'Silver medals were awarded by their Reverend 
Tutor as follows: one to Master John Piper and the other to Master John Terry'.

Continued next page
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Dr Laurence Hynes Halloran (Portrait attributed to Augustus Earle)
 (Ex State Library of New South Wales)

LAURENCE HYNES HALLORAN (1765-1831)

Laurence Hynes Halloran was born on 29 December 1765 in Raroath, County Meath, Ireland. He was orphaned in 1772, placed in the care of his uncle, 
Judge William Gregory, and educated at Westminster School and later at the Royal Mathematics School attached to Christ's Hospital which specialised in 
navigation. He entered the Navy in 1780 but deserted some two and a half years later after killing a midshipman with a sword. He was tried for murder at the 
Exeter Assizes in 1783 and was acquitted. In 1785 he opened a grammar school at Alphington near Exeter which he ran with great success for twelve years.

A silver medal, with a similar allegorical scene to the present one awarded to a pupil of the school in 1794, is illustrated in 'Silver Medals, Badges and Trophies 
from Schools in the British Isles 1550-1850' by M.E.Grimshaw (Cambridge, undated, c1980) page 21. Obviously the design by the Exeter silversmiths H. and 
J. Sweet was to Halloran's liking for him to ask Clayton to reproduce it some twenty fi ve years later. The school must have had a good reputation as it was 
responsible for the education of the future Lord Gifford, Master of the Rolls.

Whilst at the school Halloran married Lydia Anne Hall who eventually bore him twelve children. He changed his religion from Catholic to Church of England 
in 1796, took Holy Orders and rejoined the Navy, this time as Chaplain, in 1798. Two years later he submitted himself as a candidate for the honorary degree 
of doctor of divinity at King's College, Aberdeen for which he was accepted but it would appear that he never completed the doctorate. His naval career 
included being present by the Battle of Trafalgar (21st October 1805) and concluded whilst chaplain to the naval and military forces at the Cape of Good 
Hope, South Africa, a job he undertook between 1807 and 1810.

In the later years he ran foul of the commander of the forces, General H.C.Grey, by defending two offi cers charged with duelling and by subsequently disobeying 
an order to proceed as chaplain to the outpost at Simonstown near Cape Town. In June of that year he resigned his commission and published several poems 
which were highly libellous. Grey insisted that the Governor prosecute Halloran and the ensuing case found him guilty of defamatory libel. He was heavily 
fi ned, had costs charged against him and banished from the colony.

He returned to London with no money, no job and apparently no family. Between 1811 and 1817 he wandered the length and breadth of the country trying 
to fi nd employment. He was handicapped however, by a sense of persecution and a passion for litigation. Eventually he turned to forging letters in order to 
gain employment as a curate and was caught. The authorities found in his possession a 'copper plate for making impressions of Deacons' and Priests' orders, 
together with impressions of the plate on parchment ... two other copper plates for letters of orders for the Kingdom of Ireland and seals engraved on stone 
and metal which had been used by him at various times including one used by him on the letter bearing the forged frank'. He was charged with forging a 
temporary frank of Sir William Garrow M.P., allegedly for the purpose of accrediting himself as a curate. He was found guilty and sentenced to seven years 
transportation.

He arrived in Sydney on the transport 'Baring' in June 1819 fi nding in the town John Thomas Campbell, a friend from his days in South Africa, who held 
the post of Vice-regal Secretary. It was on Campbell's recommendation that Macquarie issued Halloran a ticket of leave soon after his arrival that was later 
rescinded. Halloran was assigned as a servant to Simeon Lord, who, with Governor John Macarthur, helped him establish a private school which opened 
in late 1819 and was quickly patronised by the leading emancipists in Sydney. In newspaper accounts the school in Phillip Street, Sydney was referred to as 
Dr. Halloran's Establishment until June 1823 when it was referred to as Sydney Grammar School and in September 1825 a proposal was put forward by Dr. 
Halloran for the foundation and endowment of a Public Grammar School and thus was born the Sydney Public Free Grammar School.

Halloran's standard of education can not be questioned: Macquarie said that he was 'the best and most admired instructor of youth in the Colony' and 
J.T.Bigge had to admit that the standard of his school 'added one more to the many proofs that have been exhibited of Halloran's skill in the art of instruction', 
although he deplored the employment of a convicted forger. In 1822 Halloran's family came to Sydney but his wife died a year after the birth of their twelfth 
child. He married Elizabeth Turnbull, aged 17, in August 1824, who bore him several children. Halloran's obsessive sense of persecution and his penchant for 
writing libellous tracts kept him constantly involved in litigation and these activities were primarily responsible for his pecuniary troubles. In order to escape 
the endless creditors he moved his school frequently but this did not prevent several spells in jail.

In 1825 he proposed the establishment of a public grammar school under the patronage of Governor Sir T.M.Brisbane and managed by thirty trustees each of 
whom could nominate a pupil with a subscription of fi fty pounds. A land grant and payments from the police fund were suggested as sources of income and 
the headmaster was to take twenty pupils on his own terms. Every three years the government was to send two outstanding graduates to Oxford or Cambridge 
after which they were to take holy orders before returning to the colony.

In November 1825 the school opened in temporary quarters with Halloran as the headmaster and his eldest son as undermaster. It took only a month before 
the trustees found cause to reprimand Halloran for his litigious behaviour and within four months to investigate complaints of unseemly behaviour which had 
been made against the son. In October 1826 the trustees resolved to suspend the running of the school at the end of the year, citing the need to use their limited 
funds to build a permanent structure, but Halloran's imprisonment for debt in November must have persuaded the trustees to start afresh. He re-opened his 
private school in January 1827 and on the 5th April he published the fi rst issue of the 'Gleaner'. The paper was not a success and Halloran's propensity for 
attracting libel suits against him along with his limited business knowledge caused it to be shut down on 29th September.

In 1828, Governor Darling took pity on him and appointed him coroner for Sydney but had to dismiss him when he threatened to publish a defamation of 
Archdeacon Scott with whom he had fallen out. In 1830 Halloran tried his hand at drawing up memorials for persons with grievances. He died in Sydney 
on 8th March 1831.
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Henry Halloran c1860-65 (Portrait unattributed)
(Ex State Library of New South Wales)

HENRY HALLORAN (1811-1893)

Henry Halloran was born on 6 April 1811 at Cape Town, the son of Laurence and Lydia Anne Halloran. After some years in England he went to Sydney 
with his mother in 1822 and educated at his father's school. In 1827 he became a clerk in the Survey Department. In 1841 he married Elizabeth Henrietta, 
daughter of Joseph Underwood. He became chief clerk of the Survey Department and in 1859 supervised the merger between that Department and the Crown 
Lands Offi ce.

A close friend and correspondent of Henry Parkes, in 1841 Halloran promised to subscribe to a volume of poetry that Parkes hoped to publish. From the 1840s 
Halloran's own verses were published in newspapers and magazines. Accepted in Sydney's literary circles, he encouraged young writers and was reputed to 
have found Henry Kendall a job in the Colonial Secretary's Department. 'A scholar as well as a poet', his work was admired by Daniel Deniehy who considered 
some of his verses 'remarkable for their classic grace' and 'manly gentleness', but believed that those 'connected with home affections . [gave] him the truest 
title to the rank of poet'. Halloran also made 'charming' translations from the Greek poems of Anacreon.

In February 1866 Parkes appointed him Under-Secretary in the Colonial Secretary's Department and in 1867 a Justice of the Peace. In 1870 he served on 
the board for opening tenders for pastoral runs. He undertook extra administrative duties and in 1867 and 1873 was a member of the commissions to make 
arrangements for welcoming the Duke of Edinburgh and the public funeral of William Charles Wentworth. His contemporaries credited Halloran with a 
remarkable organizing ability. He retired on a pension in 1878 and was bestowed with a C.M.G.

Between 1875 and 1884 he was a New South Wales Commissioner for exhibitions in Philadelphia, Melbourne, Paris, Sydney and Calcutta. He then set himself 
up as a land agent but was unhappy and soon retired to write poetry at his home, Mowbray, Ashfi eld. Inclined to be querulous, he disputed for years with 
the government over compensation for land resumed at Ashfi eld.

In 1887 he published Poems, Odes and Songs, dedicated to Lady Carrington. Much of his later poetry was written for special occasions and revealed his loyalty 
to the throne. These poems were unimaginative and he was 'quite unable to break free of conventions'. He published A Few Love Rhymes of a Married Life 
(1890) but also enjoyed boxing and was a lieutenant in the volunteer cavalry. 

He died on 19 May 1893 at Ashfi eld and was buried in St John's Church of England cemetery. He was survived by four sons and four daughters of his fi rst 
wife (d.1889) and by his second wife Julia Margaret (Bella), n e Guerin, and their eight-month-old son. Bella was the fi rst woman graduate of the University 
of Melbourne (M.A., 1885) and contributed to magazines and journals.

References: Australian Dictionary of Biography, Vol 1, pp506-7 (A.G.Austin) and Vol 4, p327 (Brian Dickey); ANS Journal 1982, 'Sydney Grammar School 
Medal 1819-1824', by L.Carlisle, pp2-10; Silver Medals, Badges and Trophies from Schools in the British Isles 1550-1850 by M.E.Grimshaw; The Sydney 
Grammar School Medals 1819-1825 by Les Carlisle, Australiana magazine, Vol 33 No 1, February 2011, pp39-46.

See also lot E4159 for the In Memoriam for the Closing of the New South Wales International Exhibition of 1879 and E4136 for the Jubilee Ode for the 
Fiftieth Year of Her Majesty's Reign, both written by Henry Halloran. 
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   3600 
  School award medals,   all undated, (c1800s-1900s), all unnamed, Scotch College Melbourne, in bronze (48mm); Wesley 
College Melbourne, in bronze (51mm); also a thin copper plate trial strike of the obverse of the same medal; St Peters & 
Prince Alfred College South Australia, in bronze (50.5mm); The Hutchins School Hobart, a lead pull of the obverse (61mm), 
on reverse is faint outline of an advertising token for kangaroo products and written near the edge in red ink, 'Amor 1991'.   
Fine - extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $100 

      

 3601* 
  Fort Street School badge,   1849, in silver plate (25x30mm), with lugs on reverse, features image of original school building 
on badge.   Good very fi ne and rare.   

 $100 

 In 1849 a Model School was established in Sydney by the NSW Government. It was in the grounds of the Military Hospital built by order of Governor 
Macquarie in 1815 on Observatory Hill close to the site of Fort Phillip and the military barracks. The name Fort Street comes from the name of a street that 
was partly incorporated in the school playground when the hospital was reconstructed. In 1916 Fort Street Boys' High School moved to Taverners Hill at 
Petersham and in 1975 The Fort Street Girls' High School also moved from Observatory Hill to the same site at Petersham. The original school building at 
Observatory Hill is now home to Fort Street Public School. 

      

 3602* 
  Wesleyan Collegiate Institution,   prize medal, 1869, in silver (44x46mm), with ornate edged frame of leaves with an open book 
at suspension, obverse inscribed, 'Junior/Public Examination at/Sydney University/Passed by/William J. Neill/December, 1869', 
reverse inscribed, 'Wesleyan Collegiate/Institution./Newington House/Parramatta River/N.S.Wales'.   Toned good very fi ne.   

 $250 

 The Wesleyan Collegiate Institution was established at Newington House on the bank of the Parramatta River at Silverwater and commenced operations on 
16 July 1863. Because of a growth in the number of students, new school buildings were erected at Stanmore, an inner western suburb of Sydney. Students 
moved from Silverwater to Stanmore in July 1880 and the new school was called Newington College. 

      

 3603* 
  Albert Park School,   The Victoria Medal prize, 1879, in silver (38mm), with unoffi cial brooch fi tting on reverse, pin and 
securing clip missing, obverse, head of Queen Victoria left with legend, 'THE VICTORIA MEDAL', plain reverse inscribed, 
'Albert Park/Dux of School/1879/Jessie A McArthur/Jas Smith/Head Master/State School'.   Very fi ne.   

 $100 
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 3604* 
  St John's School Darlinghurst,   prize medal, 1889, in silver (44mm), reverse inscribed, 'Emma Maude Clarke/Junior 
Examination/1889'.   Toned good very fi ne.   

 $100 

 St John's Parochial School, an Anglican school at Darlinghurst, Sydney, NSW. It was reported on 31 October 1889 that Emma Maude Clarke had been 
successful at the Junior Public Examination held in conjunction with the University of Sydney. Her results were as follows:- English History B; Geography B; 
English A; Physics B; Geology B. 

      

 3605* 
  Wrentmore College good conduct medal,   (c1890s), in silver (23x31mm), with suspension ring and loop, obverse inscribed, 
'Wrentmore/College', reverse inscribed, 'E.Felton/for/Good Conduct'.   Good very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Wrentmore College was located in Cambridge Street in the Sydney suburb of Stanmore, originally named South Kingston until changed in the 1880s. 

      

 3606* 
  Rossendale School,   prize medal, 1890, in silver (42mm), obverse, plain disc with raised edge and raised design featuring a 
shield and scroll with fl oral decoration above, the shield is inscribed, 'Rossendale/School/Darlinghurst/Xmas/1890' and the 
scroll is inscribed, 'A.M.Wright. Principal', reverse decorated with a wreath and inside this is inscribed, 'Presented/By/S.Sanford 
Esq/To/O.Phillips/For/General Improvement.  ' Very fi ne.   

 $250 

 The Rossendale Collegiate School opened at Womerah Avenue, Darlinghurst, an inner suburb of Sydney, on 1 April 1886, under Head Master, Alfred M.Wright 
(Corpus Christi College, Cambridge). On Tuesday 16 December 1890 the fi fth annual distribution of prizes was held in the presence of a large assemblage of 
the parents and friends of the pupils. Mr Wright, the head master, presented his annual report and prizes were distributed. The silver medal, presented by Mr 
Sanford, was gained by O.Phillips. Other prizes were then presented and at the close of the ceremony, the students presented Mr Wright with a beautifully 
illuminated address accompanied by a most handsomely fi tted dressing-case and a silver teapot and sugar basin, as an appreciation of the kindness of Mr and 
Mrs Wright towards them. 
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 3607* 
  Catrine Public School,   award medal, Donor The Late W.G.Murray Esq, Sydney, New South Wales, undated (1891), in silver 
(45mm), with suspension ball and ring, plain reverse inscribed, 'Awarded/To/Miss Lizzie W. Winning/For/Superior Knowledge/
Of/The Holy Bible/3rd July 1891/Mr. John Beveridge, Teacher'.   Toned nearly uncirculated and scarce.   

 $300 

 Catrine is a village in East Ayrshire, Scotland. This medal is a tribute to the late husband of former Catrine resident Mrs Haldane Colquhoun Murray (nee 
Turriff), the widow of William Gilmour Murray. William Murray had arrived in Melbourne in 1853 and was the fi rst honorary auditor of the Alfred Hospital. 
In 1875 he opened the Sydney offi ce of the shipping fi rm of Gibbs, Bright & Co. A widower, Murray married Haldane Turriff on 6 March 1880. In 1886 
Murray was also appointed to the board of the Australian Mutual Provident Society.

Haldane Turriff had been born at Paisley, Renfrewshire in Scotland on 12 January 1834. In August 1866 she entered the Nightingale Training School attached 
to St Thomas's Hospital, London, and was selected as one of the fi ve nurses to accompany Lucy Osburn to the Sydney Infi rmary and Dispensary in December 
1867. A week after her arrival in Sydney on 5 March 1868 on the Dunbar Castle there was an attempted assassination of the Duke of Edinburgh and she was 
one of the two nurses who cared for him. Her nursing career makes for interesting reading and it is probably no coincidence that she was the fi rst matron of 
Melbourne's Alfred Hospital (1870-80) where William Murray was the honorary auditor. Full details of Haldane Turriff's career are available in the Australian 
Dictionary of Biography. 

William Murray died on 6 May 1888 and in 1894 his fi nancially secure widow returned to her country of birth, Scotland, dying at Catrine on 5 February 
1922. 

      

 3608* 
  Scottish School prize medal to Australian,   issued in Scotland, 1897, in silver (57x73mm), with suspension ring and loop, 
hallmarked for Glasgow 1896 by RS (Robert Scott), obverse inscribed, 'Awarded/To/Robert Craig/18th June 1897', reverse 
inscribed, 'Ardrossan No 2./Public School/Presented By/Mrs Joseph Russell/To/The Dux/In Boys Department/Wm.Comrie, 
Master'.   Very fi ne.   

 $250 

 Robert Gordon Craig was born on 23 May 1870 at Ardrossan, Ayrshire, Scotland. His father, Robert Craig, was a sea captain who made money as a gun 
runner to the Confederates during the American Civil War and later smuggled brandy from France to Belfast. In 1877 he settled in Sydney, Australia and the 
following year young Robert joined his parents. He completed his education at Sydney Grammar School and over the next few years he studied medicine 
at university and then took up a residency at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital and later he bought a medical practice at Newtown. He had an eminent medical 
career and in 1915 he enlisted in the AIF being commissioned as a Lieutenant Colonel and served on No.1 Hospital Ship Karoola until the end of 1916 and 
then as surgeon at Randwick Military Hospital.

As well as his medical talents, Craig raced with the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron and Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club, was a fi rst-class golfer and Vice-
President of the Australian Golf Club, a member of the Rotary Club of Sydney and the Australian and University clubs. He died suddenly on 2 September 
1931 at Ulinda Station, his property near Binnaway located in central western NSW near the larger town of Coonabarabran, and was cremated at St Stephen's 
Presbyterian Church, Sydney.

With copy of full biography. 
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 3609* 
  New South Wales University of Sydney,   (1902), prize medal in silver (42mm), by Amor, reverse inscribed, 'Senior/Public 
Examination/1902/Freehand/&/Model Drawing/Winifred Mabel Sophia Eva'.   In case by John Hirst & Co, 321 George 
Street, Sydney, uncirculated.   

 $100 

 At the Senior Public and Matriculation Honours Examinations held at the University of Sydney and at local centres in November, 1902, Winifred Mabel 
Sophia Eva (daughter of Reverend Canon Eva) of the Maryborough Girls' Grammar School, Queensland also was awarded a silver medal for Music. As well 
as receiving A passes in two subjects she also passed European History (B), Ancient History (C), English (A), French (C), Arithmetic (B), Geometry (C), and 
Trigonometry (C).

Winifred's father, Canon Eva, migrated to Australia from England in 1874. He had a distinguished career in the church; some of his appointments being - Rector 
of Cooktown in North Queensland where he built a church (1875); Incumbent of Prospect and Seven Hills, near Parramatta, where he built a church (1878); 
Rector of St Paul's Church, Maryborough (1881); Rural Dean (1886); Hon. Canon of St John's Cathedral, Brisbane (1892). Canon Eva died in October 1907 
leaving a wife and nine children. At the time of his death his daughter Winifred Eva was on the teaching staff of Glen Innes High School in NSW. 

      

 3610* 
  Cathedral School Perth,   Attendance medal, 1903-06, in silver (36x54mm), with suspension ring and loop, hallmarked for 
Birmingham 1904, maker W.A (William Aitken), inscribed to, 'J.Bisset/1903-06'.   Good very fi ne.   

 $150 

      

 3611* 
  New South Wales University of Sydney,   (1913), prize medal in silver (42mm), by Amor, reverse inscribed, 'Senior/Examination.
November 1913/French/Lancelot Stokes Dudley'.   Small metal fl aw on obverse edge at 3 o'clock, toned extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

 Lancelot Stokes Dudley, born in 1895, enlisted in 1917 at age 22 and served briefl y in Australia with Flying Corps. He also obtained his Bachelor of Arts 
degree from the University of Sydney in 1917 and then in 1919 a Diploma of Education. He was a Minister of Religion and Acting Warden of Christ College, 
Tasmania in 1933. He was appointed Warden in 1953. He remained with the College until his death from leukemia in 1957. One of the College's four blocks 
is named Dudley in his honour. 
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 3612* 
  Royal Colonial Institute,   (1927), prize medal in bronze (39mm), obverse, the institute crest, reverse, wreath and inside 
inscribed, '1st Prize/Class B/Awarded to/Jean Robison/for/Essay Competition/N.S.W. Branch/1927'.   In case of issue by Amor 
Ltd, toned uncirculated.   

 $80 

 The annual reception for prize giving by the Royal Colonial Institute (NSW Branch) was held on Tuesday 27 November 1927 with his Excellency the Governor 
and Lady de Chair in attendance. The prizes for the institute's essay competition were given by the Governor. First prize in class B was shared equally by Jean 
Robison, age 13 years, of the College of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart at Kensington and Marion Dallison of the Intermediate High School, Neutral Bay. 
Miss Robison's essay was titled, 'Governor Macquarie: His Life and Infl uence on the Early Development of Australia'. 

   3613 
  Prize medals,   (1970s-1990s), The Pittwater House School, in bronze 36mm), with suspension ring, reverse inscribed, 
'T.Hay/1979'; Primary Schools Mathematics Competition, in bronze (36mm), reverse inscribed, 'D.Leeder/Yr 4 1994/Tas'; 
Way College Prize and Medal, For Chemistry, Adelaide, in bronze (51mm), unnamed; Geelong College, in silver (26mm), 
unnamed;  Riverview College, in silver (29mm), unnamed; Turramurra College, in bronze (27mm), reverse inscribed, '1916/
Harriers/2nd'; At Peter's College, (Adelaide), in silver (38mm), reverse inscribed, 'F.C.Goodhart/Junior Hurdles/1916'; Sydney 
Grammar, in bronze (39mm), reverse inscribed, '1919/100 yds under 14/R.B.Stewart'.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (8)  

 $100 

   3614 
  School award medals,   undated (c1980s-1990s), Cranebrook School, in silvered bronze (51mm), unnamed; Ivanhoe Grammar 
School, in silvered bronze (45mm), unnamed; St. Joseph's College Regatta, in silvered bronze (44mm), reverse inscribed, 
'1990/Gallagher Prize/French/H. Mackell'; The Canobolas High School, Excellence Award, in bronze (57mm), unnamed, 
also Achievement Award (38mm) (3) in gilt, reverse inscribed, 'Dux/of Year 8/1983/Melinda Smith', in silvered, unnamed, 
in bronze, reverse inscribed, '1 st/in Year 8/Language/1981/Natasha/Joo'.   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (7)  

 $70 

   PHOTOGRAPHY  &  OTHER  AWARDS 

     

lot 3615
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 3615* 
  The Amateur Photographer &   Cinematographer Medal, in bronze (rectangular 81x82mm), uniface, obverse, man lifting a 
photo plate from a camera and below a laurel spray above the name of the medal, reverse inscribed, 'H.Chargois'.   In original 
box, this with foxing on lid lining, nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 

 This medal was issued by a photographic journal/magazine originally published in London as Amateur Photographer. Over the years it has been published 
under various names including Amateur Photographer & Cinematographer from 3 August 1927 until 20 June 1945.

Herbert Chargois was a renowned photographer born at Cairns, North Queensland, the son of another famous photographer, Alphonse Chargois who 
specialised in recording aboriginal peoples among other things. When Alphonse died in 1937 his son Victor Herbert Chargois (his full name) was appointed 
a trustee of his estate.

Herbert opened the Chargois Photographic Studio in Cairns after his discharge from the AIF (served under full name of Victor Herbert Chargois, WIA 
18Sep1918). After several years of exhibiting his work in the foremost salons of the world he was appointed an associate of the prestigious Royal Photographic 
Society of Great Britain in 1936. During WWII he was second-in-charge of 17 Battalion VDC in Cairns. He sold his studio at Cairns in 1947 and moved to 
Maroubra, Sydney. He died in 1986.

See following lot 3616. 

     

 3616* 
  U.P.   (United Provinces) Industrial & Agricultural Exhibition, Lucknow, 1936-37, uniface bronze medal (38mm) featuring a 
symbol of the Oudh Kingdom, the medal affi xed to a copper plate (56x71mm), inscribed at top, 'International Photographic/
Exhibition' and at the bottom, 'India/H.Chargois'.   In unoffi cial case, uncirculated.   

 $100 

 This award of a bronze plaque was for a photograph of the female Spotted Cuscus (Planger Maculatus), a large marsupial native to the Northern forest of 
Australia and Papua New Guinea.

See previous lot 3615. 

      

 3617* 
  Australia's 150th Anniversary,   Commemorative Salon of Photography, 1938, in silvered bronze (64mm) (C.1938/8), by Amor, 
edge impressed, 'Specimen Only'.   Silver coating bare on a few high points, otherwise uncirculated.   

 $100 
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 3618* 
  Broken Hill A.P.S.   (Amateur Photographic Society), 1906, in gilt bronze by J.A.R., obverse, naked female wearing a cloak 
in chariot pulled to right by three horses and extending a wreath in her right hand above the head of a kneeling recipient, 
sweeping from left bottom and above is a ribbon scroll inscribed, 'Broken Hill A.P.S. 1906', reverse with laurel spray 
extending from an unfurling scroll inscribed, Enlargements' and above inscribed, 'E.A.Whitehead'. With J.A.  Restall case of 
issue, uncirculated.   

 $200 

 The award was made for the 2nd Annual Exhibition of the Broken Hill Amateur Photographic Society held in June 1906. Mr E.A.Whitehead also won a 
similar award to the one above but for 'Pictorial Photography' (see Noble Numismatics Sale 79, lot 965). 

     

 part

3619* 
  Federation of Camera Clubs N.S.W. ,  award plaque in bronze (58x74mm), obverse, standing aboriginal left holding 
boomerang and spears with native fl ora beside him, reverse, blank, unnamed; J.W.Lindt 1845-1926 Picturesque New Guinea, 
commemorative award plaque in bronze (59x90mm), obverse, a variety of New Guinea native implements, reverse, blank, 
unnamed; another award plaque (no name of issuing organization) in bronze (90x59mm), obverse, various aboriginal rock 
carving artworks, reverse, blank, unnamed.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

 John William Lindt was born in Germany in 1845. He made his way to Australia when he was 17 and headed for the outback. He later started a photographic 
studio and is famous for his book, Picturesque New Guinea, which he published as a tribute to Queen Victoria and for his many photographs of native 
Australians taken in the Grafton, Clarence River area in the 1860s and 1870s. 
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 3620* 
  Harold Casneaux,   1878-1953, "The Bamboo Blind", photography award in bronze (59x92mm), by Amor, unnamed.   
Uncirculated.   

 $100 

     

   

 3621* 
  Kodak International Salon Australia,   award medal In Recognition of Achievement in Photography, undated, in silvered bronze 
(2), the fi rst (57x4mm) with kneeling aboriginal on obverse and on the reverse stylised school of fi sh across centre crossed 
over by a gum leaf spray, the second (58x4.5mm), identical design to fi rst with variations in sizes and positioning of letters 
but with addition of 'Kodak/International/Salon' below aborigine, both unnamed.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

 These medals have an identical design to the Melbourne Camera Club Award made in 1947, The APR (Australasian Photo-Review) recognition medal. 
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 part

3622* 
  Kodak International Salon of Photography,   J.J.Rouse Memorial Award, undated, in silvered bronze (77mm), by Amor 
Sydney, obverse, bust of J.J.Rouse left, reverse, overlapping world globes showing both hemispheres, unnamed; Kodak, 
George Eastman medal, undated, in bronze (76mm), by Pinches London, obverse, bust of Eastman left, reverse, 'Presented 
To/Arthur S.Bonner (engraved)/In Recognition Of/More Than A/Quarter Century/Of Loyal Service/With Kodak'.   The second 
with speckled toning, otherwise extremely fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $80 

      

 3623* 
  Professional Photographers of Victoria,   Melbourne Centenary, 1934, in bronze (50mm) (C.1934/7), by Stokes, unnamed.   
Dark toning on right side of obverse, otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare, only 13 minted.   

 $100 

      

 3624* 
  Victorian Salon of Photography,   Royal Visit Melbourne, 1954, award medal in bronze (51mm) (C.1954/21), by Stokes Melb., 
unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $100 
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 part

3625* 
  Melbourne Camera Club International Exhibition,   undated (1960), award medal in bronze (48x70mm) (C.M/3), by Amor, 
unnamed; Parliament House Sydney, NSW, c1980, presentation medal in bronze (56mm) (C.P/1); Sydney Harbour Bridge, 
undated, in bronze (60mm) (C.S/21), uniface with 1229 at bottom edge.   The last with residue of adhesive where it has been 
affi xed to something, very fi ne, the rest nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $120 

     

 part

3626* 
  Melbourne Camera Club International Exhibition,   undated (1960), in bronze (48x70mm), by Amor (C.M/3), obverse, 
aboriginal left throwing boomerang with rock carving of kangaroo behind him, in front stars of the Southern Cross, reverse, 
blank; City of Warrnambool Camera Club, Photographic Award, undated, in bronze (54x79mm) with enamel and gilt crest 
at top left, reverse, blank, unnamed.   Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

 The design of the fi rst medal was issued in silvered bronze for the 1960 International Exhibition. 
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 3627* 
  Photographic Award,   undated (1958), in bronze (53x78mm), uniface and featuring a face behind and looking into a camera 
viewer, below an enlarged lens inscribed, 'fotoshop 1958/Homeward Bound/P M Deane'.   In case of issue by Amor Ltd, this 
with hinge damaged, small oxidation spot on P of recipient's name, otherwise uncirculated.   

 $60 

 Possibly relates to the Australian television series, Homeward Bound, which was aired from 12 October to 21 December 1958. 

     

 part

3628* 
  Photography awards,   Australian Photographic Society, undated, in bronze (53x78mm), uniface, obverse Southern Cross at 
top left and across the centre a modernistic impression of photography, unnamed; the L.A.Newcombe A.F.I.A.P. 1922-1967 
Memorial Award, undated, in bronze (79x60mm), uniface, obverse, a fi sherman in a boat at night and above an abstract 
horror image with the scene titled ' Fisherman's Nightmare', unnamed; Australian Photography Magazine award, undated, 
in bronze (54x122mm), uniface, obverse, abstract art-style trophy, beside and running horizontal to trophy is the name of 
the magazine as above, unnamed.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $90 
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   OTHER  AWARD  MEDALS 

      

 3629* 
  Architects Medallion,   New South Wales Board of Architecture, undated, in bronze (64mm), by G.Rayner Hoff. 1927, obverse, 
mostly naked youth holding a torch and behind at his side and behind is an ancient time learned man (perhaps Archimedes) 
wearing cap and robes, around the edge the legend, 'To You From Failing Hands We Throw The Torch Be Yours To Hold It 
High' (taken from John McCrae's WWI poem, In Flanders Field), reverse, logo of the Board with a king's crown, unnamed.   
With small edge bump at bottom of obverse, good very fi ne.   

 $60 

 The current medallion has a similar design on the reverse but with the name shown as 'NSW Architects Registration Board'.

The prestigious Architects Medallion has been awarded annually since 1924 to a graduate of the Masters of Architecture course from an approved school in 
New South Wales and who has achieved distinction, both in a particular subject area at fi nal level and generally throughout the last two years of the course. 
The top graduate from each of the four schools of architecture is eligible and from these four a recipient is selected. 

      

 3630* 
  The Australian Institute of Building,   merit award medal, undated, in bronze (64mm), obverse the arms of the Institute, 
reverse, a symbolic design of the practice of building, unnamed.   Some light oxidation in a few spots and a small edge nick, 
otherwise uncirculated.   

 $60 

 The AIB Medal, established in 1954, is the highest award of the Institute and is awarded to a member who has made a contribution of merit to the practice 
and science of building. It cannot be awarded more than once in any two year period. 
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 3631* 
  City of Penrith Centenary Award,   1971, uniface in bronze (irregular shape 40x133mm), by Amor, features an abstract image 
of an indigenous Australian holding a horn of plenty and with a cog wheel inset in the chest area to signify industry, behind 
is a sheep and spears and below water and fi sh, unnamed.   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

      

 3632* 
  The Government of New South Wales,   Medal for Achievement, undated (1984), in oxidised silvered bronze (57mm), no 
maker's name (by Amor Sydney), obverse, NSW coat of arms, reverse, Awarded to (unnamed) A Member Of The Australian 
Olympic Team 1984 And A Citizen Of N.S.W., at the base a small wreath with central Waratah (state fl ower of NSW).   Light 
hairlines and some toned areas, otherwise nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 
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 3633* 
  The Government of New South Wales,   Medal for Excellence, undated (1989), in oxidised silvered bronze (57mm), by Amor 
Sydney, obverse, NSW coat of arms, reverse, Presented to (unnamed) Australian Ashes Touring Team 1989, at the base a 
small wreath with central Waratah (state fl ower of NSW).   Uncirculated.   

 $100 

      

 3634* 
  The Government of New South Wales,   Medal for Excellence, undated (1991), in oxidised silvered bronze (57mm), by Amor 
Sydney, obverse, NSW coat of arms, reverse, Presented to (unnamed) Wallabies 1991 Rugby World Champions, at the base 
a small wreath with central Waratah (state fl ower of NSW).   Light hairlines, otherwise uncirculated.   

 $100 

      

 3635* 
  The Government of New South Wales,   Medal for Achievement, undated (1994), in oxidised silvered bronze (57mm), no 
maker's name (by Amor Sydney), obverse, NSW coat of arms, reverse, Awarded to (unnamed) A Member Of The Australian 
Winter Olympic Team 1994 And A Citizen Of N.S.W, at the base a small wreath with central Waratah (state fl ower of NSW).   
Light hairlines and a few light toned areas, otherwise uncirculated.   

 $90 
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 3636* 
  The Government of New South Wales,   Medal for Achievement, undated (1994), in oxidised silvered bronze (57mm), no 
maker's name (by Amor Sydney), obverse, NSW coat of arms, reverse, Awarded to (unnamed) A Member Of The Australian 
Winter Paralympic Team 1994 And A Citizen Of N.S.W, at the base a small wreath with central Waratah (state fl ower of 
NSW).   Light hairlines and some toned areas, otherwise nearly uncirculated.   

 $80 

    

 

 3637* 
  Planning Institute Australia,   Sidney Luker Memorial Medal, undated, in silvered bronze (63.5mm), obverse, raised map section 
of the east coast of Australia with state of NSW outlined, the ocean depicted with textured fi nish, reverse, raised abstract 
design and to the right on a textured background, 'Presented/For A/Notable/Contribution/To/Town And/Regional/Planning/
In/Australia', edge inscribed, 'Gordon Craig 1986'.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 

 The Sidney Luker Memorial Medal was established in 1954 by three institutes - planners, surveyors and architects. It is awarded biennially to a person who 
has made a notable contribution to urban regional planning in Australia.

With research. 
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 part

3638* 
  Engineering award medals,   includes P.N.Russell School of Engineering, Founded 1896, New South Wales University of Sydney, 
in bronze (51mm), by Allan Wyon, unnamed; The Institute of Engineers Australia, Peter Nicol Russell Memorial Medal, 
(undated), in bronze (63mm), unnamed; The Mechanical Engineers Association Australasia Incorporated, Florence M. Taylor 
Medal, in bronze (51mm), unnamed; Australian Association for Engineering Education, in bronze (51mm), for distinguished 
contributions to engineering education, unnamed.   The fi rst with light rubbing on high spots, the last with a few small areas 
of oxidation, otherwise uncirculated.  (4)  

 $150 

     

 part

3639* 
  Rotary Club of Sydney,   Award for Notable Vocational Excellence, undated, in bronze (101mm), obverse, Rotary Club symbol, 
reverse, Southern Cross and words, 'Awarded By The Rotary Club Of Sydney', unnamed; Mount Moriah College, Offi cial 
Opening of Queens Park Campus, 1994, in silvered bronze (63mm), obverse, College crest, reverse, 'Presented By The Board 
Of Moriah College To', name inscribed but has been erased; Royal National Park Centenary Motor Rally V.V.C.A. Participant, 
1979, in bronze (79x54mm), plaque with inset cupro nickel medal (29mm) for Australia's First National Park, reverse with 
double sided tape for securing to any surface and the covering paper for this marked 'Wrong', so presumably a sample.   The 
fi rst with some oxidation spots and toning, otherwise extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (3)  

 $70 
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 3640* 
  Royal Australasian College of Radiologists,   J.P.Trainor Archive Trust medal, undated, in silvered bronze (57.5mm), obverse, 
half facing busts of famous radiology scientists, W.C.Rontgen, H.Becquerel, M.Curie and P.Curie, reverse, logo for the 
J.P.Trainor Archive Trust with the motto, 'Inscientia Historiae Est Via Ad Calamitatem' (Ignorance of history is the road to 
disaster).   Uncirculated.   

 $60 

      

 part

3641* 
  Sydney Teaching College award medals,   Jones Memorial Medal, undated, in bronze (32mm); Phillips Medal, undated, in 
bronze (32mm); S.C.A.E. - I.T.A.T.E. award medals, Phillips Medal, undated, in bronze (32mm); Fragar Medal, undated, 
in bronze (32mm), obverse, all medals with bust of individual named on medals, namely Jones, Phillips (2, same design) 
and Fragar, the fi rst with legend 'Jones Memorial' and marked for maker, 'Amor', the second with legend, 'Sydney Teachers 
College Phillips Medal' the third with legend, 'S.C.A.E. - I.T.A.T.E. Phillips Medal' and the last with legend, 'S.C.A.E. - 
I.T.A.T.E. Fragar Medal', reverse, all identical with open wreath and 'Awarded To', all unnamed.   The fi rst extremely fi ne, 
the rest uncirculated.  (4)  

 $50 

 The Sydney Teacher College ceased to exist in 1981 and was succeeded by Sydney College of Advanced Education (S.C.A.E.). This organisation was 
disestablished in 1989 with the creation of four institutes at the university, UTS, Sydney, one of these being Institute of Technical and Adult Teacher Education 
(I.T.A.T.E.). 

   3642 
  Telecom Advance Australia Award of Merit,   undated, in cupro nickel (60mm), obverse, stylised A with map of Australia, 
reverse, Telecom logo, unnamed; Telecom Australia, appreciation medal, undated, in bronze (63mm), by Michael Mezsaros 
1987, obverse, heads at left and right with representations of communication between them and an open hand above and 
below all on a background of cables, reverse, 'Presented To/Garry L.Dodd (engraved)/On Retirement/In Appreciation Of/5 
(engraved) Years Of Service/To The Community/Of Australia' and below the Telecom logo; also Kodak, George Eastman 
medal, undated, in bronze (76mm), by Pinches London, obverse, bust of Eastman left, reverse, 'Presented To/Nellie McComb 
(engraved)/In Recognition Of/More Than A/Quarter Century/Of Loyal Service/With Kodak'.   The fi rst two in cases of issue, 
both with foxing on lid linings, the fi rst medal with verdigris on rim and a few spots on reverse, otherwise extremely fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (3)  

 $60 
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 3643* 
  Fourth Australian &   New Zealand Philatelic Congress & International Philatelic Exhibition, Melbourne, 1928, in bronze 
(38mm), by Stokes, Melb, obverse, Southern Cross above Australian arms with globe in centre with date 1928 and on the scroll 
below, Melbourne, reverse, open wreath and details, 'Division/Class/Award', unnamed.   Traces of mint red, extremely fi ne.   

 $80 

   3644 
  ANPEX Sydney,   1959, award medal in gilt bronze (33x45mm), by Amor, obverse, two aborigines in outback sending smoke 
signal, aircraft overhead, reverse, laurel spray at left, Awarded/To/ (engraved) L.Van Straten/Class (engraved) X/Div./Sect.'; 
EASTPEX 78, Eastwood-Epping Philatelic Society, award medal in bronze (44.5mm), obverse, with Society's enamel crest, 
reverse, open wreath and inside inscribed, 'For/Participation/EASTPEX 78/E.Gaskin'.   Both in cases of issue, the fi rst with 
loose hinge, medals uncirculated.  (2)  

 $50 

      

 part

3645* 
  Philatelic prize medals,   Australian Commonwealth Specialists Society of Great Britain, undated, in bronze (45mm), obverse, 
sitting kangaroo left on map of Australia, reverse, open wreath and inscribed, 'T.E.Field/Trophy/1967-68/F.H.Stringer'; Sydpex 
80 National Philatelic Exhibition, Sydney Town Hall, 1980, in bronze (33x45mm), obverse, Sydney Town Hall at right and at 
left, NSW native fl ora, reverse, a laurel spray at left side and the details, 'Awarded/To/Class/Div./Sect.', unnamed; award medal, 
undated, in bronze (31mm), obverse, crowned Queen Victoria left and legend, New South Wales Five Shillings' (based on 
design of NSW pre-federation stamp), reverse, open wreath, unnamed.   The fi rst extremely fi ne, the rest uncirculated.  (3)  

 $60 

      

 part

3646* 
  Norpex award medals,   1987, in silvered bronze (49x44x10mm) and bronze (50x45x7.5mm), both in style of a postage stamp 
with perforations around edge, obverse, a depiction of Nobby's Head at entrance to Newcastle Harbour, above, "Our/Town" 
NORPEX and below, 1987, reverse, the logo of Newcastle Philatelic Society, inscribed below on both medals, 'Specimen'.   
Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $60 

 The Northern Philatelic Exhibition (NORPEX) was held in 1987 at Merewether High School, Newcastle. 
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   SPORTING  MEDALS 

                 

 3647* 
  Gunning Cricket Club,   medal/badge in silver (28mm), with suspension ring, obverse, cricket stumps with ball on top and 
bat at each side all within a wreath, reverse inscribed, 'Gunning Cricket Club/Presented/by/W.T.Busby/To/Alex Wheatley/for 
highest average/score during/Season 1878-79'; unidentifi ed cricket club fob badge, hand crafted in silver (22x36mm), with 
suspension ring, obverse, voided design featuring crossed cricket bats, at top inscribed, 'O G', reverse inscribed, 'S. P & H. 
C' around the top and in the middle, 'C C/1912'.   The fi rst with inscription very worn, otherwise good fi ne/good and scarce, 
the second with some blackened areas, otherwise fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

 At a meeting of the Gunning Cricket Club in May 1879, the badge and bat, presented by Messrs W.T.Busby and J.F.Kenyon respectively, were won by Mr 
A.Wheatley of Dalton which is a small town between Goulburn and Yass and nearby to the town of Gunning. 

      

 3648* 
  N.S.W.   Rowing Association, Sydney, Estbd 1878, (awarded 1883), in silver (51.5mm), obverse, Viking ship with all oars 
operational, reverse, crossed shields at top above a wreath and inside this a coiled marine rope and the inscription, 'Annual 
Regatta/1883/Junior Fours/Won By/S.R.C./C.H.Donovan'.   Holed at top edge, edge bumps, otherwise very fi ne.   

 $150 

 The N.S.W. Rowing Association held their Third Annual Regatta on Saturday 13 October 1883 on the Parramatta River. The Junior Fours race was held 
between Glebe Rowing Club and Sydney Rowing Club on a two-mile course from Blaxland's Point to One Man Wharf. The winning SRC team consisted of 
C.H.Donovan, T.A.Kemmis, J.M.Kemmis and F.W.Sharp (stroke). 

      

 3649* 
  South Australian Rowing Association,   in silver (42mm), obverse, crossed oars with central ribbon scroll, inscribed at the top, 
'Regatta/Nov. 24th/1888', in the centre in each angle, 'Junior/Fours/Out/Rigged', and at the bottom, 'Torrens/ Lake', reverse 
inscribed, 'Commercial/Rowing Club/1. F.Goldring/2. G.W.E.Dempster/3. T.D.Finey/St. A.W.Richardson/cox. A.Fraser'.   
Toned, good very fi ne and very rare.   

 $250 
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 The South Australian Rowing Association's spring regatta was held on the Torrens Lake on Saturday 24 November 1888. The course was from the weir to the 
Exhibition stage, a distance of a mile and a third. The Junior Fours was an unfortunate race for the Adelaide Rowing Club crew who lost to the Commercial 
Rowing Club by half a length as the result of bad steering. The Commercial team invaded their opponent's water on several occasions and the Adelaide cox 
injudiciously gave way to them. After the race a claim was made for a foul but was afterwards withdrawn though the lack of judgement in steering no doubt 
lost them the race. 

   3650 
  Various medals and fobs,   (1880s-1900s), includes cross in silver, undated, with suspension ring, centre inscribed, 'Up.IV 
Form/W.L.Calou/For Service' (possibly Scots College); handcrafted and engraved cross in silver, with suspension ring, reverse 
inscribed, '1st Prize/50 Yards Boys Race/St Clair/Won By/G.Haydon/Jan 9th 1886'; silver disc decorated with wreath and with 
scroll suspender, obverse with monogrammed initials, ES', reverse inscribed, 'T.G.S.S./1905/Senior Jump/E.Steele'; shield in 
silver with gilt centre piece, with suspension ring, reverse inscribed, 'CH - CH/Sports Club/Amateur/Championship/Middle 
Weight/Won by/(unnamed)/1924'; shield in silver with gilt centre piece inscribed, 'Levin/1948', with brooch bar suspender 
inscribed, 'H.M.A.'; All Schools Swimming Championships Shepparton, in silvered, with suspension ring, unnamed; S.A. 
Amateur Swimming Association, in gilt (KC), with suspension ring (broken); ice skating medal in bronze, with suspension 
ring, unnamed; OGA brooch, handcrafted in silver.   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (9)  

 $130 

Award to Australian Test Cricketer (Toured England in 1880, 1882, 1884 and as Captain in 1888)

Percy Stanislaus McDonnell c1880 (Ex Wikimedia Commons)

      

 3651* 
  Australian cricket award fob,   1894, in 15ct gold (30x31mm; 7.79g), with suspension ring, shield shaped with provision 
for name or initials on obverse, reverse inscribed, 'All England/V/Queensland/Dec 1894/Highest Score/2nd Innings/Won 
By/P.S.McDonnell'.   Very fi ne.   

 $500 

 Percy Stanislaus McDonnell was born at Kensington, London, England on 13 November 1860. His family migrated to Melbourne in 1864 and Percy was 
schooled at St Patrick's College where he excelled at sport. He played for Australia touring England in 1880, 1882, 1884 and as captain in 1888. As at 1894 
he was the only Australian cricketer who had scored over a century on three occasions against England. His top score was 147. In 1894 he was a member of 
the Graziers Cricket Club in Queensland and captain of their number one team. In the match All England vs Queensland played at the Exhibition Grounds 
7-11 December 1894, the English team captained by Andrew Stoddart won by an innings and 274 runs. Percy McDonnell had the highest second innings 
score but it was only 22, needless to say the rest of the players batted miserably. Percy died of cardiac failure at his South Brisbane home on 24 September 
1896, at the very young age of 35, and was buried at Toowong Cemetery. 
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 part

3652* 
  Church of England Grammar School Melbourne,   (1895), prize medal in bronze (47mm), reverse inscribed, 'Awarded to/E.O. 
Anderson/holder of/Rowing/Challenge Cup/1895'; Wallace Watson Memorial Medal, undated, in bronze (51mm), by Hafner, 
obverse, bust of Watson left, reverse, at left is Bishop's mitre with crossed sculls behind, unnamed.   Extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

 As well as holding the Rowing Challenge Cup, E.O.Anderson was also stroke of the school's 4-oared race team. 

       

   

 part

3653* 
  Sporting medals,   (1895-1918), includes fob type in silver (28x29mm), with suspension loop, obverse, crossed oars on a wreath 
all on a shield background, inscribed, 'St Ign. Col' at top and '1895' at bottom, reverse inscribed, 'Treble Sculls/Juniors/G. 
Garvan'; cross style in silver (27.5x38mm), with suspension loop, obverse, elaborate central design featuring a wreath with 
shield in centre for engraving initials, reverse, crossed oars on a wreath, inscribed above, 'St Ign. Coll./Rowing Club', at sides, 
'June/1895', at bottom, 'Junior Championship/Gerald U.Garvan'; cross style in silver (35x40mm), with suspension loop, 
obverse, central spade shaped shield for engraving initials, reverse, inscribed, 'School Pairs/Over 12/Won by/G.Garvan.'; medal 
in gilt with crossed oars as suspension (30x35mm), obverse inscribed, 'St Ign: Col:/Regatta 1896./College Fours/G.Garvan.', 
reverse, plain; Head Of The River Races badge, in silvered and enamel (approx 31x30mm), pin back, by Stokes & Sons, 
Melbourne; Athletic Association of the Great Public Schools of N.S.W., medal in bronze (51mm), by W.J.Amor, reverse 
inscribed, '1900/440 Yds/G.U. Garvan/S.G.S.'; also Aldershot Command Athletic Association, medal in silver (35mm), with 
suspension loop, obverse, King's crown in centre with wreath around, reverse, Command/Annual Athletic/Championships/
August 1918/(inscribed) 'Throwing Mills Bomb/Lt G U Garvan'/Winner/(inscribed) '4th Res Dragoons'.   The gilt issue and 
the last in cases, good very fi ne -nearly uncirculated.  (7)  

 $250 
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 The St Ignatius College, Riverview, College Fours (senior pupils) was raced on the Lane Cove River on a course one mile long from the fl ag to the college 
wharf. The winning team was H.Cullinane, G.Garvan, T.Dillon, and E.D'Apice (stroke).

Gerald Ulick Garvan was the son of the late James Garvan and Mrs Mary G.Garvan of Buyuma, Bellevue Hill, Sydney. His father was at one time Minister for 
Justice and later Colonial Treasurer, also founder of Citizens' Life Insurance Coy that later became Mutual Life & Citizens' Insurance Coy. Gerald was in the 
Great Britain armed forces. He was awarded a Military Cross (London Gazette 24 August 1917, Yeo, attd S. Lanc. R). His younger brother, Lt E.W.Garvan, 
twice Mentioned in Despatches, was killed in action. Gerald had two brothers and six sisters, among them being a sister Claire who was awarded an OBE 
having been in charge of the Red Cross motor service in Sydney throughout the period of the war and demobilisation. His oldest brother Sir John Garvan was 
Managing Director of the MLC, a member of the Federal Board of Note Issue, Chairman of the Federal Break of Gauge Commission inquiring into the best 
scheme for uniform rail gauge for Australia, and also Chairman of the Commonwealth Bank.

Gerald Garvan died at Bordeaux, France on 18 February 1931.

See also lot 3656.

    3654 
  Athletic Association of the Great Public Schools of N.S.W.,   medal in silver (51mm), by W.J.Amor, reverse inscribed, '1899/
Maiden Fours/Yaralla Cup/won by/Mercantile Rowing Club/A.A.Morrison,/bow.'; another in bronze (51mm), unnamed; 
another being a commemorative medal, 1892/1992, in bronze (25.5x31mm), with suspension ring.   The fi rst with edge bumps 
and nicks and scuffi ng on reverse, otherwise fi ne, the rest extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 

 The 6th Annual GPS Regatta was held on Saturday 29 April 1899 on the Parramatta River. The Maiden Fours race was raced from Putney Point to One Man 
Wharf. The Mercantile Rowing Club winning team was A.A.Morrison (bow), J.Evans, A.J.Rush, S.T.Carr (stroke) and H.McDonnell (cox). Sydney Rowing 
Club came second and third place went to Balmain Rowing Club. 

   3655 
  Victorian Amateur Athletic Association,   untitled award medal, undated (c1900s), in bronze (45mm), by Stokes Melb, obverse, 
left facing bust of Greek goddess Athena wearing helmet decorated with a griffon, around the edge the legend, 'HONOR TO 
WHOM HONOR IS DUE', reverse, laurel wreath and inside inscribed, 'V.A.A.A./(AWARDED/TO)/St Stephens/Harriers/
A.Smith/63rd'; The Amateur Athletic Union of Australia, medal in silvered (45mm), by Nissen, Bris, reverse inscribed, 
'R.Parker/440 yds. C'ship/2nd/5.2.'55'; New South Wales Amateur Athletic Assn, in bronze (44mm), reverse inscribed, '5-3-
66/Shot put Ch'p./P.Phillips/50ft.11in/2nd.  ' The second very fi ne, the rest nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $150 

 St Stephens Harriers was founded by a group of young men from the Bible Class at St Stephens Church of England at Richmond, Victoria in 1908. 

      

 3656* 
  Commonwealth of Australia,   Sydney Celebrations, 1901, in silver (39mm) (C.1901/14), inscribed on reverse, 'G.U.Garvan' 
and on the edge, '120 Yds Hurdle C'ship 2nd Prize'.   In box by Llewellin & Co, 177 Pitt Street, Sydney, nicely toned, 
uncirculated.   

 $300 

 The sports held in connection with the Commonwealth celebrations were held on 4 January 1901 at the Sydney Cricket Ground. The winner of the 120 Yards 
Hurdle Commonwealth Celebration Championship was C.H.Gardner (Vic.) with G.U.Garvan (North Sydney A.A.C.) second and W.Lindsay (East Sydney 
A.A.C.) in third. The time was 17 sec.

See also lot 3653. 
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 3657* 
  Perth Carnival Fortnight,   (1910), prize medal in 15ct gold (15.03g; 36.5x47mm), reverse inscribed, 'P.C.F./W.A./ 1/2 Mile 
Amateur Champn/Won By/J.  Savage/1:1:10' Extremely fi ne.   

 $600 

 J.J.Savage of Meekatharra, a student representing Christian Brother's College, Perth was best all-round athlete in the State in 1910. He won the half-mile 
amateur championship of WA on New Year's Day and previously at the Combined College Sports he carried off the Athletic Championship in 1906, 1908 
and 1909 and in 1907 was runner-up. At Christian Brother's College he secured championship honours for the previous fi ve years. During his career up to 
1910 he had won 33 medals, 8 championship cups and over 70 trophies.

He was an outstanding footballer just missing a place in the W.A. Jubilee Team in 1908 and did splendidly well with East Perth. He was a champion cricketer 
and as at 1910 he held the CBC record of 167 not out. He also secured college medals for gymnastics and boxing and represented his college in swimming 
competitions, captained the victorious cricket teams in 1906 and 1909 and led the college oarsmen to victory in record time.

He graduated in 1911 and went to Oxford University in England where he graduated as a Rhodes Scholar. While in England, Dr J.J.Savage was a member of 
the Oxford University Athletic Team and also played rugby in 1922-1926 for a leading English team, Blackheath. 

              

 part

3658* 
  Athletic Association of the Great Public Schools of N.S.W.,   medal in silver (51x3.5mm), by W.J.Amor, reverse inscribed, 
'1911/Mile/A.Thorpe/S.J.C.'; another in bronze (51x5.5mm), reverse inscribed, 'Mile/A.Thorpe,/S.J.C.'1910'. The fi rst in 
case of issue by W.J.  Amor, some scuffi ng and digs around naming, otherwise extremely fi ne/very fi ne, the second nearly 
extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $150 

 A.Thorpe won the St Joseph's College Athletic Championship in 1911, winning the 100, 440, and 880 yards, was equal 1st in the 220 yards, and won the 1 
mile race. At the GPS Sports held at the Sydney Cricket Ground on Friday and Saturday, 15th and 16th September 1911 he won the 1 Mile race representing St 
Joseph's College. He had previously won this event in 1909 and ran second in 1910. He also represented Redfern Harriers in the Queensland Championships 
held in Brisbane in July 1911.
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 3659* 
  Rowing medals,   includes Invitation Fours, 1912, in 9ct gold (3.23g; 28x30mm), with suspension ring, obverse, overlaid 
shield design with oars behind, centre inscribed, 'Invitation/Fours/1912' and below, 'J. Bedford', reverse inscribed, 'J.H. 
Kirkham/Stroke/J. Fitzgerald (bow)/J.Bedford No.2/G.W. Helmes/No.3'; R(ockhampton) R(egatta) A(ssn), in 9ct gold (11.42g; 
28x39mm), obverse, central plain disc within garter and wreath around and ensigned by Imperial crown, with suspension ring, 
reverse inscribed, 'Champion &/Senior Fours/J Bedford/Stroke'; Island Fours, hand crafted in 9ct gold (3.13g; 24x35mm), 
with suspension ring, obverse, cut out in the shape of an island, inscribed at the top, 'Shell Pt', on a scroll across the middle, 
'Casuarina', below, 'Island/Fours/1913', reverse inscribed, 'Presented by/M M Mackellar/J Bedford'. The fi rst with suspension 
hole off centre, otherwise very fi ne. (3)  

 $400

The Invitation Fours was staged by the Fitzroy Rowing Club on 16 March 1912.  The Fitzroy Rowing Club won the Champion and Senior Fours at the 
Rockhampton Regatta Association meet held on the Fitzroy River on Saturday 11 October 1913 with J.Bedford at stroke.  The Fitzroy Rowing Club staged a 
scratch regatta known as the Casuarina Fours with 7 teams competing in a series of three races staged on 1 March, 15 March and 5 April, 1913.The winning 
team included J.Bedford (stroke). The medals were presented by the Fitzroy Rowing Club President M.M. Mackellar.  

   3660 
  Southern Queensland Rifl e Association Medal,   in silver (26mm), with scroll mount, reverse inscribed, 'W.R.Clark/1928'; 
Hislop Trophy, M(etropolitan) R(ifl e) U(nion), medal in silver (30x33mm), with suspension ring, unnamed; West Australian 
Pistol Association Inc, State Championships, in cupro nickel (45mm), unnamed; unidentifi ed prize medal, voided design in 
silver (34x46mm), with suspension ring, obverse, central shield inscribed, 'A A S C/Won By/E Crooke/1912/F.P', reverse, 
plain; N.S.W. Schools Comptn, in silver (24x30mm), with suspension ring, obverse, football marked, 'Australian', overlaid 
on map of Australia with states indicated, reverse, 'Won By/ (inscribed) Bert. Poirrier/1907'; unidentifi ed membership badge, 
N.B.T.C., 1927, in gilt and enamel, by G.A.Miller & Sons, Sydney, reverse numbered 1441, with attached short blue and 
white cord.   Good - very fi ne.  (6)  

 $150 

 Bert Poirrier was a student at Christian Brothers' School, Balmain. 
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Badges of Harold Horder - Rugby League Legend
Australian Rugby League Hall of Fame 2004

South Sydney Rabbitohs Dream Team 1908-2004
North Sydney Bears' Team of the Century 2008

NRL and ARL 100 Greatest Players 1908-2007 (2008)

     

  

  

 Harold Horder (middle row far right)

 3661*
  N.S.W.   Rugby Football League 1914, enamelled and gilt badge, by Amor, numbered on reverse, 'L40', pin back; N.S.W. 
Rugby Football League Life Member badge, in gilt (KC), reverse, inscribed on bottom scroll, 'Harold Horder'; WWI (1918) 
b&w postcard featuring eight sailors and a Petty Offi cer with one of the sailors being Harold Horder.   The fi rst with some 
enamel loss and the last with small spot of foxing, otherwise very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (3)  

 $200 

 Harold Norman Horder was born on 23 February 1894 at Surry Hills, Sydney, NSW. He attended school at Albion Street Superior Public School leaving in 
1907 to work at the Government Printing Offi ce. Following in his brother's footsteps, a representative football player, Harold joined South Sydney Kinkora 
Junior Rugby League team. He represented Souths in the under-21 President's Cup in 1911 and 1912. In this year he also made his fi rst-grade debut with the 
'Rabbitohs' scoring a sensational length of the fi eld try.

Harold was a great attacking winger and a good goal kicker. He had great speed off the mark, could side-step off either foot and made dodging and swerving 
runs that would leave the opposition fl abbergasted and bring great excitement to the spectators. He toured New Zealand with the NSW team in 1913 and 
was a member of the South Sydney premiership winning team in 1914 and 1918. He also served with the naval reserve during WWI. In the years 1913-1924 
he represented NSW against England fi ve times, Queensland seven times and New Zealand fi ve times. He went to England with the third Kangaroos side in 
1921-22, playing in all tests and with 35 tries and 11 goals he was the leading points-scorer on the tour.

In 1920 Harold moved from South Sydney to join North Sydney and as captain was responsible for the team winning the premiership in 1921 and again in 
1922 as vice-captain. In 1924 he returned to South Sydney and in that year played two test matches against the touring England team. In 1925 he moved to 
Brisbane where he was captain-coach of the Coorparoo Club in 1925-1927 and represented Queensland against New Zealand in 1925. He suffered a knee 
injury in 1926 which would bring his football playing to an end by 1927. In 1928-30 he continued his involvement in the game as a referee. Harold then 
worked as a salesman until he retired in 1960 and died at South Brisbane on 21 August 1978.

Harold Horder is considered to be one of the greatest wingers in rugby league. In 1913, 1914 and 1917 he was the NSWRFL top try-scorer, in 1913, 1914, 
1918 and 1922 he was the top point-scorer and up until 1973 his career tries of 152 was the record in the NSW Rugby Football League. In 2004 he was 
inducted into the Australian Rugby League Hall of Fame at the Dally M Awards in Sydney and he was also named by Souths in their Dream Team of players 
between 1908 and 2004. In 2006 he was named at winger in the North Sydney Bears' Team of the Century and in 2008 was selected as one of the 100 Greatest 
Players (1908-2007) commissioned by the NRL and ARL to celebrate the code's centenary year in Australia. 
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   3662 
  St Peter's College,   Adelaide, South Australia, (1915), sport's prize medals in bronze (38mm) (2), one inscribed on reverse, 
'2nd 220 Yards/1915/G.L.Robley', the other, '2nd 440 Yards/1915/G.L.Robley'; Sydney Technical High School Sports medal, 
reverse legend, 'FOR KING & COUNTRY 1914', unnamed; also Oakleigh State School Championship medal, undated, in 
bronze (38mm) with suspension ring; Errol Street School/Aim High, undated, in oxidised silvered (31mm), with suspension 
ring.   Fine - very fi ne.  (5)  

 $60 

 Served in AIF (WWI): George Laing Robley, bank offi cer, age 18, born at Gilberton, Sth Aust; Enl.01Dec1917 at Adelaide, Sth Aust, prior service of 4 years 
with Senior Cadets and 78th AMF unit; Emb.23Jul1918; RTA 09Aug1919; Disch.20Dec1919. 

      

 part

3663* 
  King's College Sports Medal,   (1918), in bronze (49mm), by A.Teutenberg, Auckland, N.Z., reverse inscribed, '1918/25 
yds./Under 13/W S Bousche' and at the bottom on the ribbon scroll, 'Swimming'; also another unidentifi ed sports medal in 
silver, star shaped (41x47.5mm), with suspension ring, obverse inscribed in centre, 'M.C.C.S./1891', reverse inscribed, 'Most 
Points/In General Sport/Won By/H.G.Smith'.   The fi rst toned, good very fi ne, the second with hairline scratches, otherwise 
very fi ne.  (2)  

 $80 

      

 3664* 
  AIF sports prize medal,   13th F.A. Bde, France, 1918, Football Championship Australian, in silver (70x38mm), obverse, 
football game in progress, reverse, laurel spray overlaid with shield with details of the competition, '13th F.A.Bde.-France 
1918/FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP/AUSTRALIAN/(impressed, 'Capt. A.J.F.Andrew') 113th Bty.  ' Toned, extremely fi ne.   

 $150 

 There are two versions of this medal, the other having different wording in the competition details on the reverse (see Shooting Awards and Prize Medals to 
Australian Military Forces by John O'Connor, p153 and fi g 338, plate 42).

Alexander John Fullerton-Andrew, electrical departmental manager, age 25, born at Rochester, Victoria; Enl.09Sep1915 with service in School Cadets and 8 
months with Field Artillery; Appt 2nd Lt 20Oct1915; Emb.16 Nov1915; appt Captain 01Oct1917; MID by Sir Douglas Haig, LG 28/5/1918, CAG 24/10/1918; 
Military Cross, LG 3/6/1919, CAG 15/9/19; RTA 22Nov1919; Appt terminated 14Mar1920. 

   3665 
  Education Department Victoria,   Swimming and Lifesaving, (1920s), medals in silvered bronze (50mm) (2), by Stokes, Melb, 
the fi rst edge inscribed, 'Ellen Williamson 1921-22', the second, 'Frederick Micthell (sic) 1927-28'; swimming medal in bronze 
24mm), with suspension ring, reverse inscribed, 'J.S.S.A./1928/200 Yds.Boysund.18/T.R.Ch'p.2nd'.   The second with edge 
nicks, fi ne, the rest very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $70 
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 3666* 
  The Dewar Cup medal,   1928, in 9ct gold (15.32g; 30x43mm), with suspension ring, by Dempster, obverse, shield decorated 
with thistles at the top, a wreath of thistles with a smaller shield in the centre inscribed with monogram initials, 'HDM'N', 
at the bottom a rampant lion, reverse inscribed, 'The/Dewar Cup/Presented by/P.M.Dewar Esq/To the/Highland Society of 
NSW/for/Pipe Band Championship/January 1928/Won by/Tenor Drummer/Hugh Dallas McNee'.   Very fi ne.   

 $400 

 On 2 January 1928 the Pipe Band Championship of NSW was held in conjunction with the Highland Society Sports at the Sydney Showground. The championship 
was won by Northcote and Preston (Victoria) Scottish Society. The Dewar Cup for individuals was conducted as part of this competition run by the Highland 
Society of NSW. The presenter, Peter Menzies Dewar was Chairman of John Dewar and Sons Limited, makers of fi ne blended Scotch. 

      

 part

3667* 
  Sporting award medals,   includes Junior Scouts Championship, 1929, for swimming, in silver (26mm), with suspension ring; 
Australian Maccabi Council, Interstate Sports Carnival, Sydney 1963-64, for Swimming, in bronze (51mm), by K.G.Luke; 
World Rowing Championships, Lake Barrington, Tasmania, 1990, in bronze (47.5mm), by Hafner; The Sun-Herald City 
to Surf 20th Anniversary Run, 1990, in bronze and enamel (51x59mm), with scroll suspension ring; Swimming Victoria 
Centenary, 1993, in bronze (51x56mm), with suspension; The Ashes Commemorative Cricket Match, Sunbury - Victoria, 
1995, in bronze (51mm); all unnamed.   The fi rst two medals very fi ne - good very fi ne, the rest uncirculated.  (6)  

 $100 

   3668 
  School sport medals,   (c1930s-1970s), Caulfi eld Grammar A.S.C., (Australian Schools Championships), Championship medal, 
undated, in silvered bronze and enamel (50mm), small pierced hole for suspension loop, unnamed; Geelong Grammar, undated, 
in bronze (51mm), by Stokes, Melb, reverse inscribed, 'Senior/VIII/1966'; Sydney C.E.G.S. Sports Club, undated, in bronze 
(51mm), by W.J.Amor, Sydney, unnamed; Sydney Church of England Grammar School, undated, in bronze (50.5mm), by 
Amor, reverse inscribed, 'Athletics/1974/A.M.Heath'.   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (4)  

 $80 
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 part

3669* 
  Australian Small Bore Rifl e Association,   Australian Championships medal, undated, in silvered bronze and another in bronze 
(58.5mm), by Stokes, with suspension ring, obverse, map of Australia with aboriginal standing at right, reverse, scroll at 
top and wreath at bottom with crossed rifl es across, both unnamed; also Great Britain, National Rifl e Association, Astor 
County Cup shooting medal, (1937), in silvered bronze (38.5mm), obverse, depiction of the Cup and inscribed thereon, 
'D.E.Bugg/1937', reverse, symbol of the National Rifl e Association (an archer and a rifl eman).   The fi rst with some toning, 
the last in case of issue, uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

   3670 
  102nd Regatta,   Australia's 150th Anniversary Celebrations, 1938, in bronze (51mm) (C.1938/3); Royal Hobart Centenary 
Yacht Regatta, 1938, in oxidised silver (57mm) (C.1938/13), by Stokes, Melb; Royal Hobart Sesquicentenary Regatta, 1988, 
in silvered metal (48mm) (C.1988/36).   The fi rst cleaned now retoned, very fi ne, the last two in cases of issue, the last with 
certifi cate, this and case lid lining with foxing, both medals uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

      

 3671* 
  Australia's 150th Anniversary,   Sydney, 1938, All Schools Swimming, prize medal in gilt bronze (32mm) (C.1938/18, this 
medal), with suspension bar and ribbon, reverse inscribed, 'Won by/J.Erwin/Manly'.   Uncirculated.   

 $100 

 J.Erwin was a 13-years old junior from the Manly Amateur Swimming Club. 

   3672 
  The New South Wales Amateur Athletic Assn,   medal in bronze (44.5x4mm), reverse inscribed, 'Track/Championships/Feb. 
1945./Snr. Hammer Throw./2nd./F.H.Hook.'; another similar but different reverse design in bronze (44.5x3.5mm), inscribed 
starting at top right edge, '16lb Hammer throw champ:' and on centre plaque, 'F.Hook/Second/13.2.32.  ' Extremely fi ne.  
(2)  

 $60 

 F.H.Hook represented the Botany Harriers Athletic Club. 
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 part

3673* 
  New South Wales Women's Amateur Swimming Association,   medal in gilt silver (44mm) (2), reverse inscribed on the fi rst, 
'110 yds./Jnr.Brst.Str.Chp./7-1-50/1st/L.Williams/1m.38secs.', and on the second, '110 Yds./Jnr.Brst.Str./1948-49/L.Williams/
1st./1m.34'; others identical in silver (44mm) (2), reverse inscribed on the fi rst, '55yds. Und.14yrs./Brst.Str.C'ship./1947-48/
L.Williams/42 3/5 Secs.', and on the second, '55 Yds./Und.14yrs.Brst.Str./1948-49/L.Williams/39secs. Rec.  ' Very fi ne - good 
very fi ne.  (4)  

 $150 

 L.Williams was a member of the Railway Swimming Club with competitions staged at the City Baths, Sydney. 

      

 3674* 
  Davis Cup,   1952, L.T.A.A - Challenge Round, Adelaide, Australia, badge in white metal (30x48mm), pin back, reverse, die 
struck details, 'Olympiad/Fine Art Studio/Seaford Vic./Stokes'.   Nearly extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 

   Tankards Awarded to Olympic Yachtsman Bill Northam

3675 
  Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club,   pewter tankard (approx 98mm high), hammered fi nish, mounted at side is an enamelled logo 
of RPAYC and on the base is inscribed, 'R.P.A.Y.C./"Saskia"/1st/W.H.Northam/25.2.'56'; pewter tankard (approx 120mm), 
inscribed on one side, 'Boomerang Cup/(an engraving of a boomerang)/1959 - 1960/Won by/Caprice of Huon', and on the 
opposite side, 'Presented to/Bill Northam/by/(following names listed two per line and with dividing line are) R.DuChateau, 
M.Clark/R.Finlay, E.Pain/I.McKellar, J.Dalrymple/R.Tiley, B.Northam'; pewter tankard (approx 95mm), inscribed on one 
side with logo of Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron and below this, 'Season 1959-60/Boomerang Cup/No 1 Division Points 
Score/"Caprice of Huon" W.H.Northam/R.V.Du Chateau/I.Mc Kellar/R.Tiley/C.Payne/R.V.Finlay/M.Clarke'; pewter tankard 
(95mm high), glass bottom, with emblem of kangaroo atop Olympic rings affi xed at one side and above this is inscribed, 'In 
Appreciation/From/1968 Olympic Team'.   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (4)  

 $200 

 Sir William Herbert 'Bill' Northam CBE, was a prominent businessman who did not take up sailing until his late 40s. He was successful in various sailing 
events and set himself the challenge of competing in the Olympic Games. He and his team qualifi ed for the 1964 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, Japan and won 
the gold medal. It was Australia's fi rst Olympic gold for sailing, and Northam remains the oldest Australian to win an Olympic gold medal.

See also lots 3679 and 3693 and E4145. 
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Athletics Prize Medals to Australian Olympian

      

 part

3676* 
  School sporting medals,   (1956-1961), New South Wales Amateur Athletic Assn, in silvered (30mm) (2), reverse inscribed on 
fi rst, 'State C'Ships/Sub.Jnr.1 Mile/R.Vagg/1st. 4.40.8S/26.2.56', on the second, 'State C'Ships/1 Mile/Sub.Jnr.C.C.C'ships/"R.
Vagg"/1st. 4M.56S./9.6.56.'; same medal design but larger (38mm), in silvered, reverse inscribed, 'State C'ships/5M.Novice 
C.C.C./R.Vagg/25M.4S'1st/5.7.'58', another in bronze, reverse inscribed, 'State C'ships/5M.Novice Teams Race/R.Vagg/19 
Pts./1st/5.7.'58'; same medal design but larger (44.5mm), reverse inscribed, 'State C'ships/6 Miles/R.Vagg/2nd/19.1.'60'; 
Amateur Athletics Association of N.S.W., in silvered (31x35mm), with suspension, reverse, School Boys/Championships, 
inscribed, 'Und.17. 1 Mile./"R.Vagg"/1st. 4.34.5/30.9.'56'; The Amateur Athletic Union of Australia, medal in gilt (45mm), 
reverse inscribed, 'R.A.Vagg/10,000 Metres/C.C.C'ship/35m.20s./26.8.61.'; another identical in bronze, reverse inscribed, 
'R.A.Vagg/3 Miles C'ship/3rd/5.3.61'.   A few with some verdigris, otherwise fi ne - very fi ne.  (8)  

 $150 

 Bob Vagg was a distance running athlete. In 1958 he won the NSW Novice Cross Country Male Championship (5 miles), representing Eastern Suburbs AAC, 
hosted by St George AAC at Scarborough Park, Ramsgate. At the Australian Track and Field Championships 1960-61 held at Lang Park, Brisbane he fi nished 
3rd in the 3 miles race, and 1st in the 6 miles. He also represented Australia in the marathon at the 1964 Tokyo Olympics. 

      

 part

3677* 
  Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club Centenary,   1967, in bronze (50mm) (C.1967/9); Fiftieth Anniversary Bundaberg Queensland 
King's Cup, 1969, in gilt bronze (64mm) (C.1969/9); 25th Sydney-Hobart Yacht Race, 1969, in bronze (51mm) (C.1969/12); 
136th Royal Sydney Anniversary Regatta, 1972, in bronze (51mm) (C.1972/1), reverse inscribed, 'Antares/1st'; Australia, 
America's Cup Challenge Newport Rhode Island, 1977, in silver (35mm) (C.1977/1); Australia II, America's Cup Challenge 
N.Y.Y.C. Newport Rhode Island, 1983, in silver (42mm) (C.1983/40).   The second in pack of issue, the fourth cleaned now 
retoned, very fi ne, the rest uncirculated.  (6)  

 $110 

   3678 
  Sports medals,   Rugby (League?) Football, in aluminium (47mm), reverse inscribed, 'Waverley J Grade/1961/John McIntosh'; 
Richmond Football Club/Kevin Bartlett, 1983, in bronze (51mm); Rugby (League?) award medal, undated, in gilt bronze 
(47.5mm), unnamed; Sutherland Shire Junior Soccer Football Assn Caltex Award, Runner Up, undated, in bronze (38mm), 
unnamed; Canberra Raiders Road to Victory, 1991, in gilt bronze (38mm); Nambucca Heads Junior Surf Life Saving Club, 
Hibiscusland Junior Surf Carnival, prize medals, undated (2, one silvered and one bronze) (40mm), both unnamed; Swimming 
medal, uniface and undated, in aluminium (51mm); another similar medal but featuring multi sports fi gures around a centre 
star, these last two medals unnamed.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (9)  

 $60
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Medal to Australian Olympic Yachtsman Bill Northam 

      

 3679* 
  American - Australian International 6 Metre Challenge,   (1970), in silvered bronze (63mm), by Angus & Coote, reverse 
inscribed, 'Presented to/W.H.Northam/American / Australian/6 Metre Challenge/Sydney..1970'.   In case, this with foxing, 
medal with a few small edge bumps, otherwise uncirculated.   

 $100 

 See also lots 3675 and 3693. 

      

 3680* 
  V.F.L.   Medal, 1971, Hawthorn Premier's medal in bronze (44.5mm), by Andor Meszaros, struck by Stokes Melb, obverse, 
head left of Brownlow medallist Ian Stewart, Richmond F.C., reverse, eagle with football and names of competition teams, 
edge numbered 170.   In original box of issue, uncirculated.   

 $150 

   3681 
  Sporting medals,   includes The Sun City to Surf, Sydney, in gilt, inscribed, 'Sixth Annual Run/August 15, 1976/First Man/
Aged 40 and Over'; another in silvered, no ribbon, inscribed, 'Eighth Annual Run/August 13, 1978/Men's Team Aged 30 
and Over/2nd'; The First Australian Masters Games Tasmania, 1987, in silvered (2), both inscribed, 'Basketball'; Vic Health 
Masters Games, 1990, in gilt (2), silvered (2), bronze (2), all unnamed and two without ribbons; Honda Central Australian 
Masters Games, Alice Springs, 1986, in gilt, no ribbon and unnamed; Cadbury Tasmanian Marathon & Half Marathon, City 
of Hobart/City of Glenorchy, undated (1986); Caltex Best All Rounder medal, in silvered, undated, no ribbon and unnamed; 
Orange Eight Day Games medal, undated, no ribbon and unnamed.   Fine - uncirculated.  (14)  

 $150 

   3682 
  Sporting medals,   Garden City NSW 16Ft. Skiff Championship/D.J's Properties Limited, 1979, in bronze (47mm), unnamed; 
Darwin Sailing Club, undated (2), in gilt bronze and oxidised silvered bronze (50.5mm), both unnamed; Combined Australian 
Championships, A.P.B.A. (Australian Power Boat Association), undated, in bronze (57mm), unnamed; Archery Society of 
New South Wales, State Championships (1969), (51mm) (2), in silvered bronze, reverse inscribed, 'Junior Boys/Instinctive/
Field/1969', and another in bronze, unnamed.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (6)  

 $60 
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   3683 
  Tasmanian Shooting Association,   undated (1990s), prize medal in bronze (58mm), by K.G.Luke, unnamed; Great Britain, 
N.R.A. Rifl e Clubs medal, voided design in bronze (28x41mm) with suspension ring and loop, unnamed, by Elkington.   Both 
in cases of issue, uncirculated.  (2)  

 $50 

   3684 
  Sporting medals, St George Sutherland Dist Amateur Swimming Association,   medal in gilt (34x45mm), with neck chain, 
another in bronze with neck chain, and another in gilt without chain, medals feature cameos of St George and the Dragon 
and Captain Cook, both encircled in enamel, the last medal is unfi nished in that it is missing the enamel around St George and 
the Dragon; St George District Amateur Swimming Association, in gilt and enamel (34x45mm); New South Wales Amateur 
Swimming Association, State Championship medal in bronze (35x41mm); The Sun-Herald City to Surf, 25th Anniversary 
Run, 1995, in cupro nickel (35mm); The Sun-Herald City to Surf, I Finished, 1996, in bronze (35mm); The Sydney Morning 
Herald, Half Marathon, 1998, in bronze (40mm); The James Hardie Medal, Parramatta Eels, Club Champions 1976-1981, 
in gilt (32mm); Visa Offi cial Sponsor 1992 Olympic Games, in gilt (38mm); Australia Olympic Regatta, undated, in white 
metal (51mm); all unnamed and all with suspension ring except 5th and last two.   Extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (11)  

 $100 
         


